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Editor’s Notes

implications of
POTTER vs DELOITTE

A lawsuit filed by Potter & Co., a
Lexington, Kentucky firm, against Big
8 accounting firm Deloitte Haskins &
Sells (DHS) made headlines as a
feature article, “CPA Quarrel,” in the
Wall Street Journal July 28, 1983.
According to the article, Potter & Co.
was the largest accounting firm in
Lexington. Potter served 1,403 clients,
maintained a staff of 31 in their
Lexington office, has offices in six
other Kentucky cities, and earned an
nually $3.3 million.

client is prohibited” was repealed as
well. Thus, it appears there is no viola
tion of the AICPA Code of Ethics and
the Kentucky Board of Accountancy
implied the same when they dis
missed the complaint filed with them
by Potter against DHS.

Deloitte, No. 3, had a much smaller
one-partner office in Lexington. Sud
denly, without prior notice four part
ners, including the founder of Potter &
Co., and twelve employees left Potter
for DHS. Deloitte then picked up 961
of Potter’s Lexington clients and
replaced Potter as No. 1 in town.
The significance of the lawsuit is that
it appears to be the first filed by a small
accounting firm against a Big 8 firm for
anti-competitive practices. Potter’s one
remaining partner in the Lexington
office with partners of the other offices
put up financing to hold Potter together
and filed suit.
It is common knowledge within the
accounting profession, although
seldom made public, that if one is
taken into a firm on a partnership level
that he or she is expected to bring with
him or her some valuable clients with
significant billings. Usually this person
comes from a small local firm and the
result may be the end of the smaller
firm.

Encroachment
At one time the accounting profes
sion had restrictions on recruiting
employees from other firms and on
soliciting their clients. In 1978 the
AICPA adopted a new rule permitting
advertising. A year later, effective
March 31, 1979, the AICPA repealed
the rule on encroachment which stated
a “member shall not endeavor to pro
vide a person or entity with a profes
sional service which is currently pro
vided by another public accountant.”
The second sentence from Rule 502
on advertising stating “a direct unin
vited solicitation of a specific potential
2/The Woman CPA, January, 1984

Legal Issues
Certain legal issues remain to be
resolved such as contract violations.
Potter’s partnership agreements
stated that partners should give 90
days’ notice before withdrawing from
the firm. The four departing partners
announced their resignation effective
immediately. Is this a violation of their
contract?
The agreement also contained pro
visions that departing partners are to
compensate the firm for clients taken
with them. The implication is there was
no such compensation. However, the
withdrawing partners have filed
countersuit for their capital balances.
Deloitte immediately solicited
Potter’s clients by sending notices ask
ing them to release their files from
Potter. Was this done in a manner
misleading and confusing to the
clients? Potter says their client lists are
proprietary; Deloitte disagrees.
The courts decisions on these and
other issues involved will be a deter
mining factor in future moves of this
type by other firms.

Ethical Issues
David L. Fister was not only tax part
ner, but the managing partner at Pot
ter, when he was approached by Frank
Kromer of DHS (per WSJ article). Mr.
Fister decided to leave and subse
quently three other partners found out
about it and decided to leave with him.
The question is “Does a managing
partner have greater ethical obliga
tions to a firm than other partners and
employees have because of the posi
tion and trust invested in him?” Does
he have an ethical responsibility to the
employees to provide continuity of the
firm and employment for them? Did the
employees leave because they be
lieved the firm would fold and they
wanted to maintain employment?

Did Mr. Fister consider what the
side-effects might be of his leaving
Potter for DHS? Did he consider, or
care, that the withdrawal of four part
ners would have a devastating effect
upon a firm he helped build? Were
there other alternatives? Did these
partners gamble, and lose, that the
firm, with clients, could be handed over
to Deloitte?
It seems to me these are valid
ethical questions. I believe that
management does have a responsibili
ty toward a firm and its employees. I
also believe that business ethics are
and must be established by top
management and filtered down
through organizational levels. Can
business ethics be expected at lower
levels if not exhibited at the higher
levels?
Will local and regional firms continue
to vest as much power with their
managing partners? Will local and
regional firms exercise caution and
distrust toward larger firms?

Growth
How and where can an accounting
firm find growth? And, “must” a firm
continually grow?
Growth for a small firm is usually by
having small clients that grow into
larger clients. Along with their growing
and profitable clients, the small firm
adds staff with the expertise to service
and keep these clients. Unfortunately,
these very clients make them
vulnerable to competition and take
over by the larger firms that want their
clients.
Until recently the Big 8 firms did not
wish to bother with small clients. Now
they establish small business depart
ments within their firms. They actively
compete for the small profitable client.
And they are obtaining growth by ac
quiring and merging other firms into
theirs.
Is the survival of the small firm at
stake? Some accountants predict that
the small firm will have to specialize to
survive, that the small firm will become
primarily a write-up and tax service
firm, that there will be fewer of them
and that many will disappear.
It will be interesting to watch and
learn, not only the legal outcome, but
also the profession’s reaction to the
Potter vs. Deloitte case.Ω

APB No. 11 will be made, to make the
rules for deferred taxes more readily
usable by the small corporations.

Deferred Tax
Accounting
Changing Tax Rates and New
Depreciation Rules Create Problems for

the Small Corporation

By Mary Ellen Phillips

The new depreciation rules of the
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
will have the effect of creating de
ferred taxes on the balance sheets of
almost all corporations that prepare
their financial statements based on
generally accepted accounting princi
ples. In the past, the examples of
deferred taxes created by depreciation
related only to the use of alternative
depreciation methods for tax and ac
counting purposes. Now, because the
statutory lives for assets are not the
same as useful lives, all depreciation
expense will create deferred taxes for
all corporations.
Price Waterhouse recently expressed
the problem this way.

With relaxed LIFO conformity rules
and the new tax law in place, one
thing is certain: more interperiod tax
allocation by more entities - hence,
more nonsense numbers in more
financials; more problems and more
cost for more people.
Our objections to Opinion 11 run to
something deeper than perceived
conceptual dross and endured
agonies of applications. They run to
results: nonrevenues, nonexpenses,
nonassets, and nonliabilities that

have no correspondence to anything
in the real world; forced into business
reports at staggering cost to
preparers.1

The objective of this article is to
show some of the conceptual and com
putational problems of applying Ac
counting Principles Board Opinion No.
11, “Accounting for Income Taxes,”
(APB No. 11)2 and to demonstrate the
preferability of the liability approach to
deferred taxes which was rejected by
the Board. These problems have been
extended to even the very small cor
porations by the new tax code depre
ciation rules.
This article will first describe the
types of differences between financial
and tax accounting, then discuss the
deferred methods of APB No. 11 in
cluding the alternative approaches to
these methods. This will be followed by
a brief history of corporate tax rates
and brackets, and a discussion of the
new depreciation rules. Next is a
discussion of the computational prob
lems of applying APB No. 11 to small
corporations and a summary of these
problems. Finally some conclusions
and recommendations for revision of

Most small corporations would gen
erally use the same depreciation
method and the same useful lives for
both tax and accounting purposes.
Therefore the tax expense for financial
reporting and the taxes payable per
the tax return would be the same
amount assuming no other timing dif
ferences. This approach was used to
avoid making two sets of computations
for depreciation and to simplify the ac
counting and reporting for both tax and
financial purposes.

The 1981 tax code changes have
established depreciable lives for as
sets that in many cases will be sub
stantially less than the assets’ useful
lives, and therefore not acceptable for
financial accounting. The new rules
also include changes between depre
ciation methods for each asset. The
new tax rules use accelerated depre
ciation in the early years and switch to
either straight-line or sum-of-theyear’s-digits in later years. Corpora
tions can elect the straight-line
method. Therefore, it will no longer be
possible to use the same depreciation
expense for financial accounting and
reporting that is used for federal in
come tax purposes.
APB No. 11 was written to establish
rules for the treatment of the tax effect
of the differences in accounting and
taxable income created by using alter
native methods for tax and financial
accounting purposes. These timing dif
ferences create deferred taxes. The
opinion permits the use of either the
gross method or the net method of ac
counting for deferred taxes. If a cor
poration’s taxable income is always in
the highest tax bracket, either method
will produce the same results, as long
as the tax rates and brackets remain
the same. If a corporation’s taxable
income fluctuates between the tax
brackets or if the brackets or rates are
changed then differing amounts of
deferred taxes will result depending on
the method used to determine de
ferred taxes. In some instances the
use of the net method can even cause
debit balances when there should be
credit balances or the reverse, or can
result in a balance that is in excess of
the maximum tax rate or below the
minimum rate.
The Woman CPA, January, 1984/3

Types of Differences
Between Financial and Tax
Accounting
The opinion differentiates between
differences that will reverse them
selves over time and therefore be
equal in total and those differences
that will never be equal over time. The
differences that will never reverse
themselves are called permanent dif
ferences, and those that will reverse
are called timing differences.

Computational problems are
encountered by small
corporations.

Permanent Differences
APB No. 11 requires that the tax ex
pense be computed on net income
after eliminating all permanent dif
ferences. Permanent differences are
the result of items never being subject
to tax, or the result of a method of ac
counting allowed for tax purposes that
is not permitted under generally ac
cepted accounting principles and
whose total effect is not equal.

over the life of the contract. However,
for tax purposes, a corporation could
use the completed contract method
which recognizes all the income from
a contract at its completion. The total
income is the same, but the income for
any given year, between methods, dur
ing the life of the contract is different.
A timing difference in the recognition
of expense could be caused by using
different depreciation methods. For ex
ample, a corporation could use a
declining balance method to determine
taxable income and the straight-line
method for the financial reporting.
Over the life of the asset, total depre
ciation expense is equal, but the de
preciation expense for any given year,
between methods, is different.
The yearly difference multiplied by
the corporation’s maximum tax rate
creates deferred taxes, which can
have either a debit or credit balance.
A credit balance results when tax ex
pense for financial reporting is more
than taxes payable per the tax return
and a debit balance results when the
reverse is true. Good tax planning puts
off as long as possible the reporting of
revenues and recognizes expenses as
soon as possible. Therefore you would
generally expect to see a credit bal
ance in the account deferred taxes.

An example of items not being sub
ject to tax is the premium on officer’s
life insurance and the proceeds from
the policy upon death of the insured.
In this case, neither the expense of the
premiums nor the gain from collecting
on the policy enter into the computa
tion of taxable income but are reported
on the financial statements. An exam
ple of accounting methods that never
result in the same amounts is percent
age depletion for minerals allowed by
the tax code and cost depletion used
for financial reporting. These two
methods will never result in the deple
tion expense for tax purposes being
equal to the depletion expense used
to compute financial statement
income.

Timing Differences
Timing differences are the result of
the recognition of revenue and ex
pense in one period for tax purposes
and in another period for accounting
purposes. These timing differences
are caused by using alternative ac
counting principles or methods which
cause revenue or expense to be dif
ferent in a given year, but over time to
total to the same amount.
An example of the difference in tim
ing in the recognition of revenue can
be the result of using the percentageof-completion method of accounting
for long-term contracts for financial
reporting, thus recognizing income
4/The Woman CPA, January, 1984

Deferred Tax Methods Per
APB No. 11
Ideally, an accounting should be
maintained for every single item affect
ing revenue or expense that caused a
timing difference. Thus the amount
reducing deferred taxes as a timing dif
ference reverses would be exactly
equal to the amount entered as de
ferred taxes over time. APB No. 11
recognized that this specific identifica
tion could create a great deal of record
keeping and is not cost effective.
Therefore, APB No. 11 allows both the
gross method and the net method of
accounting for deferred taxes.

Gross method
This method is an extension of the
specific identification method. The
gross method permits the totalling
together of all items in a single cate
gory of expense, such as depreciation,
that create timing differences. All items
in a single category of expense that
are reversing are also added together.
The current maximum tax rate is ap
plied to the timing differences initiating
in the current period. The rate used
when the timing difference originated
is applied to the timing differences that
are reversing. Thus the amount of
deferred taxes should equal zero when
all timing differences are reversed.
The gross method, like the specific
identification method, requires detailed
recordkeeping. To apply the gross
method, a corporation must keep
records of the tax rates in effect when
the timing differences originated. Be
cause of this additional recordkeeping
it can be assumed that most com
panies rejected this approach and
selected the more expedient net
method.
Net Method
When using the net method all tim
ing differences for any given expense
are totalled together. No distinction is
made between timing differences that
are initiating and timing differences
that are reversing. The current year’s
maximum tax rate is applied to the net
amount.
If a corporation’s maximum tax
bracket and rate remains constant,
when all timing differences have re
versed, there should be no balance in
deferred taxes. If a corporation’s max
imum tax brackets or rates differ from
year to year, then the amount de
ducted from deferred taxes when a
timing difference reverses will not be
equal to the amount recorded when
the deferred taxes originated. This will
result in leaving a balance in deferred
taxes when none exists or even cause
a credit balance to become a debit
balance or vice versa when no balance
should exist.

Alternative Approaches
In applying either the gross or net
method, APB No. 11 requires that the
approach should be from an income
statement point of view. Therefore
deferred taxes are the result of multi
plying the income statement timing dif
ferences times the maximum tax rate

for the corporation. Effectively de
ferred taxes are the difference be
tween tax expense and taxes payable
and thus a derived amount.
An alternative to the income ap
proach is the balance sheet approach,
referred to as the liability approach.
Under the liability approach the total
value that should be in deferred taxes
is determined based on the balance
sheet differences between financial ac
counting and tax accounting of those
items that created the timing dif
ferences. This approach was rejected
in the formulation of APB No. 11. This
change in deferred taxes is then the
difference between the newly com
puted balance and the amount already
in deferred taxes. If this alternative is
used, income tax expense becomes
the derived amount.
If a corporation’s maximum tax
bracket and tax rate remain constant,
both the income statement and the
liability approaches will result in exact
ly the same amounts for the change in
deferred taxes and income tax ex
pense for the financial statements. In
fact the liability approach can be used
as a doublecheck of the results of us
ing the income approach. If a corpora
tion’s maximum tax bracket and/or tax
rate change, then these two alter
natives will not produce the same
values for income tax expense and the
change in deferred taxes.
In summary, either the gross or net
method and either approach to these
methods will produce the same results
provided the tax brackets and rates re
main constant and the corporation’s in
come remains within a given tax
bracket. In our depressed economy,
corporate earnings are apt to fluctuate
downward, thus changing a corpora
tion’s maximum tax bracket. Also the
tax brackets and rates for corporations
have not remained constant over time.
Hence the environment and conditions
that existed when APB No. 11 was
written have changed.

CORPORATE TAX BRACKETS
AND TAX RATES
In 1967, when APB No. 11 was writ
ten, the following corporate tax
brackets and tax rates were in effect.3
0 - $25,000 @ 22%
Over $25,000 @ 48%
The following table shows the tax
brackets and rates in effect from
1954-1978.

the new changes in the depreciable
lives of assets under the Economic Re
Corporate Tax Rates and Brackets
covery Tax Act of 1981 have created
Per Code Section 11 (b)(c)
deferred tax conceptual and computa
Brackets
tional problems for corporations with
Tax Year $0 - $25,000 Over $25,000 income under $100,000 not antici
1954-1963
30%_________ 52%
pated when APB No. 11 was written.
1964
22%
50%
Only two brackets existed and the
1965-1974
22%
48%
rates changed very little, during the
$0 - $25,000
time preceding the development of
1975-1978
----APB No. 11.
$25,001 - $50,000
42%
Over $50,000
48%

New Depreciation Rules

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 contains the Accelerated Cost
The table shows that the tax brackets Recovery System (ACRS) for depre
remained constant over a long period, ciable property placed in service in the
and the low bracket included only very 1981 tax year or later. ACRS is a
small corporations. The rates also fluc method which uses accelerated depre
tuate very little. Thus the environment ciation methods expressed as percent
in which APB No. 11 was written was ages over statutory lives, of 3, 5,10 or
one of unchanging tax brackets and 15 years depending on the type of
minor fluctuations in the maximum property. These lives may or may not
rate.
be the same as the useful lives used
In 1975 a middle bracket was added. in financial accounting. The ACRS sys
In 1979, both the tax brackets and the tem ignores salvage value. The tax
tax rates were again changed to the payer also has the option to elect to
following:4
use the straight-line method over either
the statutory life or a longer life which
$
0-$ 25,000 @ 17%
is specified in the new rules.
$25,001 - $ 50,000 @ 20%
The depreciation expense is based
$50,001 - $ 75,000 @ 30%
on varying percentages of double
$75,001 - $100,000 @ 40%
declining balance and then a switch to
Over $100,000 @ 46%
straight-line to maximize depreciation
The Economic Recovery Tax Act of
expense in the later years, with one ex
1981 has again changed the tax rates,
ception, depreciable personal property
but left the brackets the same. How
acquired after 1985 will switch to sumever this is not a single change, but a
of-the-year’s-digits method in later
decrease in rates in the two lowest
years.
brackets for two consecutive years.
If straight-line depreciation is not
The new rates are as follows:5
elected, the new ACRS rules will result
in changing from the declining balance
Tax Year Beginning in 1982
method to either the straight-line or
$
0-$ 25,000 @ 16%
sum-of-the-year
’s-digits method for
$25,001 - $ 50,000 @ 19%
assets. The computations will not be
$50,001 - $ 75,000 @ 30%
based on the useful lives but on arbi
$75,001 - $100,000 @ 40%
trarily established cost recovery peri
Over $100,000 @ 46%
ods. Therefore, corporations will
Tax Year Beginning in 1983
depreciate assets faster for tax pur
$
0 - $ 25,000 @ 15%
poses than for financial reporting
$25,001 - $ 50,000 @ 18%
purposes.
$50,001 - $ 75,000 @ 30%
The result of the new ACRS is that
$75,001 - $100,000 @ 40%
all corporations will now have timing
Over $100,000 @ 46%
differences created by the difference
The environment of unchanging tax between depreciation expense for fi
brackets and tax rates that prevailed nancial accounting and depreciation
in 1967 no longer exists. For corpora expense for tax purposes. The new
tions with income in excess of $100,000 ACRS rules do not follow any one of
the changes have been minimal. How the acceptable depreciation methods
ever for the corporation with income under generally accepted accounting
under $100,000 there has been con principles. For corporations whose in
tinual change. This continued change come subject to tax is over $100,000
in tax brackets and rates coupled with the application of APB No. 11 will not
The Woman CPA, January, 1984/5

TABLE 1
Timing Differences

1982

1983

1984

$ 2,500

$ 2,500

38%

37%

$ 4,180

$ 4,070

Computational Problems

ACCOUNTING DEPRECIATION:
a. $11,000 - $1,000
$ 2,500
TAX RETURN DEPRECIATION:
Tax Code Percentage—
per ACRS
25%

b. Depreciation ExpenseBasis $11,000

$ 2,750

TIMING DIFFERENCE (a-b)

Total

1985

$ 2,500 $10,000

100%

0%

$

0

$11,000

$( 250) $(1,680) $(1,570) $ 2,500 $(1,000)

TABLE 2
Gross Change or Net Change?
Balance

1983

1982

TIMING DIFFERENCES
from Example 1

DEFERRED TAXES FOR THE
CURRENT YEAR
0 - $25,000 @ 16%-1982
@ 15%-1983 and thereafter
BALANCE OF DEFERRED
TAXES

1985

1984

12/31/85

250) $(1,680) $(1,570) $ 2,500 $(1,000)

?

40)

$(

$( 252) $( 236)

?

$( 40) $( 292) $( 528)

TABLE 3
Liability Approach Using Future Rates

1982

1983

1984

1985

$ 2,500

$ 5,000

$ 7,500

$10,000

$ 2,750

$ 6,930

$11,000

$11,000

$( 250)

$(1,930)

$(3,500)

$( 1,000)

Deferred Tax Balance @ 15%
Times the Difference
Deferred Tax Balance Prior Year

$(

38)
-0-

$( 290)
$(__ 38)

$(
$(

525)
290)

$(
$(

150)
525)

Deferred Taxes—Current Year

$(

38)

$( 252)

$(

235)

$

375

Accumulated Depreciation—
Financial Statements
Accumulated Depreciation
Tax Return

Difference in Accumulated
Depreciation

6/The Woman CPA, January, 1984

create computational problems, but for
the corporation whose income subject
to tax is less than $100,000 or whose
income fluctuates between the tax
brackets some difficult computational
problems exist.

The corporate tax rates, even at the
lowest levels of 15 or 16%, probably
will result in income tax expense that
is material in relation to net income.
Therefore even the corporation whose
income is under $100,000 will need to
follow the requirements of APB No. 11.
The opinion was written assuming un
changing tax rates and not anticipating
the number of tax brackets that are
now part of the corporate tax rate
structure.
Table I is an example of the depre
ciation expense for a single asset
created by the new ACRS rules, and
the timing difference that results. This
table uses the new percentages for
accelerated depreciation. Note that the
total timing difference will never total
ly reverse until the asset is sold be
cause the depreciable bases are not
the same and ACRS does not create
a salvage value comparable to the
declining balance methods used in
financial accounting.
For this example a company pur
chases a light truck on January 1,1982
for $11,000. The useful life is 4 years
with a $1,000 salvage value and the
life under ACRS is 3 years. The com
pany uses straight-line depreciation for
financial accounting and accelerated
depreciation for tax purposes per
ACRS.
Table 2 shows what the balance in
deferred taxes would be if a corpora
tion’s income subject to tax remained
within the lowest tax bracket.
The question mark indicates that
there is more than one answer to the
1985 computation. Should the compu
tation be at the rate in effect when the
timing difference originated (1) $250 @
16% plus $2,250 @ 15% = $(378) or
should it be at the rate in effect when
the timing difference reverses (2)
$2,500 @ 15% = $(375). Using the
gross change approach, the first alter
native would be correct. Using the net
change method the second choice
would be selected. Both methods will
leave a balance in deferred taxes un
til the asset is sold. For the gross
change the balance is $150 or 15%,
for the net change method the balance
is $153.

If the liability approach to the net
method is used and the known future
tax rate is used, then the computation
would be as follows in Table 3.

Using the known future rate of 15%,
assuming it is the best estimate, re
sults in lower deferred taxes in 1982
than either the gross or net change
method and gives the same result as
the net method in 1985.
Table 3 could also have been pre
pared using the tax rate in effect in the
current year. If this approach has been
taken, then the solution would be as
in Table 4. Note, the difference be
tween this table and Table 3 occurs
when the rates change in 1983.

The income statement approaches
to deferred taxes show that differences
between the gross change and net
change method will occur at the point
of reversal of the timing differences.
The liability approach will result in the
adjustments to deferred taxes occur
ring at the point in time when the rates
change (in 1983 in Tables 3 and 4).
This simple example shows that
there will be different solutions to de
ferred taxes depending on the method
used and the approach taken in apply
ing that method to determine deferred
taxes. These differences result even
though a corporation’s income stays
within a given tax bracket. Even more
dramatic differences can be demon
strated if a corporation’s income were
to move upward through the tax brack
ets, or downward through the tax
brackets, or fluctuate up and down.

Fluctuating Income Examples
The next example, Table 5, demon
strates the effects of the various meth
ods on the prior example, assuming
that a corporation has increasing in
come that will place its taxable income,
per the tax return, and income subject
to tax, per the financial statements, in
the next higher tax bracket each year.
Table 5 shows that if a company’s
income is rising through the brackets,
that the net method can result in a
debit balance in deferred taxes, even
though $1,000 of timing difference re
mains on which tax must be paid when
the asset is sold. If a corporation’s in
come increases to the top bracket
sooner, the results will be even more
dramatic. This simple example demon
strates that the net method will not give

TABLE 4
Liability Approach Using Current Rates
Difference in Accumulated
Depreciation (see Example 3)

1982

1983

1984

1985

$( 250)

$(1,930)

$(3,500)

$(1,000)

Deferred Tax Balance
@ Current Year’s Tax Rate1
Deferred Tax Balance Prior Year

$(

40)
-0-

$( 290)
$(__ 40)

$( 525)
$( 290)

$( 150)
$( 525)

Deferred Taxes—Current Year

$(

40)

$( 250)

$( 235)

$

375

116% in 1982, 15% in years 1983-1985.

TABLE 5
Income Moving Upward

1982

1983

1984

1985

$( 1,680)

$( 1,570)

$ 2,500

Timing Differences—Example 1

$(

Taxable Income

$20,000

$40,000

$60,000

$80,000

Maximum Tax Rate

16%

18%

30%

40%

Current Tax Liability

$ 3,200

$ 6,450

$11,250

$17,750

GROSS CHANGE METHOD PER
APB NO. 11:
Deferred Taxes Current Year

$(___ 40)

$(

302)

$(

471)

$

5131

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$(

$(

342)

$(

813)

$(

300)

Tax Expense

$ 3,240

250)

40)

$ 6,752

$11,721

$17,237

1$250 @ 16% plus $1,680 @ 18% plus $570 @ 30% (rates in effect when timing
difference originated).
NET CHANGE METHOD FOR
APB NO. 11:
Deferred Taxes Current Year

$(

40)

$(

302)

$( 471)

$ 1,000

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$(___ 40)

$( 342)

$(

Tax Expense

$ 3,240

$ 6,752

$11,721

$16,750

$(

40)

$(

307)2

$(

703)

$(

650)

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$(

40)

$(

347)

$( 1,050)

$(

400)

Tax Expense

$ 3,240

$11,953

$17,100

LIABILITY APPROACH TO NET
CHANGE METHOD:
Deferred Taxes Current Year

$ 6,757

813)

$

177

2Total difference in accumulated depreciation to date $1,930 ($250 plus $1,680)
@ 18% or $347 less balance of deferred taxes in 1982 ($40).

correct results. Income taxes are still
owing on the $1,000 of untaxed differ
ence, yet the deferred taxes have
become a debit balance. The gross
method will result in a deferred liabil
ity valued at the latest rate in effect
when the timing difference was origi
nating and may understate liabilities.

The liability method results in a de
ferred tax liability equal to the corpora
tion’s most recent maximum tax rate.
If the best estimate of a liability is the
result of using the most recent infor
mation about a corporation’s tax rate,
then the liability method is the prefer
able one.
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TABLE 6
Income Moving Downward

1982

1983

1984

1985

$( 1,680)

$( 1,570)

$ 2,500

$80,000

$60,000

$40,000

$20,000

Maximum Tax Rate

40%

30%

18%

15%

Current Tax Liability

$18,250

$11,250

$ 6,450

$ 3,000

GROSS CHANGE METHOD PER
APB NO. 11:
Deferred Taxes Current Year

$(

100)

$(

504)

$(

283)

$

707

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$(

100)

$(

604)

$(

887)

$(

180)

Tax Expense

$18,350

$11,754

$ 6,733

$ 2,293

NET CHANGE METHOD PER
APB NO. 11
Deferred Taxes Current Year

$(

100)

$(

504)

$(

283)

$

375

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$(

100)

$(

604)

$(

887)

$(

512)

Tax Expense

$18,350

Timing Differences

$(

Taxable Income

LIABILITY APPROACH TO NET
CHANGE METHOD:
Deferred Taxes Current Year

250)

$11,754

$ 6,733

$ 2,625

$(

100)

$(

479)

$(___ 51)

$

480

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$(

100)

$(

579)

$(

$(

150)

Tax Expense

$18,350

$11,729

630)

$ 6,501

$ 2,520

TABLE 7
Income Fluctuating Up and Down

1982

1983

1984

1985

$( 1,680)

$( 1,570)

$ 2,500

$20,000

$110,000

$40,000

$80,000

Maximum Tax Rate

16%

46%

18%

40%

Current Tax Liability

$ 3,200

$ 30,350

$ 6,450

$17,750

Timing Differences

$(

Taxable Income

GROSS CHANGE METHOD PER
APB NO. 11:
Deferred Taxes Current Year

250)

$(___ 40)

$(

773)

$(

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$(

$(

813)

Tax Expense

$ 3,240

283)

$

916

$( 1,096)

$(

180)

$ 31,123

$ 6,733

$16,787

$4___ 40)

$(

773)

$(

$ 1,000

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$(

$(

813)

$( 1,096)

$(

Tax Expense

$ 3,240

$ 31,123

$ 6,733

$16,750

$(__ 40)

$(

848)

$

258

$

230

Balance of Deferred Taxes

$( 40)

$(

888)

$(

630)

$(

400)

Tax Expense

$ 3,240

$ 31,198

NET CHANGE METHOD PER
APB NO. 11:
Deferred Taxes Current Year

LIABILITY APPROACH TO NET
CHANGE METHOD:
Deferred Taxes Current Year
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40)

40)

283)

$ 6,162

96)

$17,520

Table 6 is based on a company
whose taxable income, per its tax
return, and income subject to tax, per
the financial statements, are declining
through the brackets. In this example,
the balance in the deferred taxes
under the net method is in excess of
the maximum possible tax rate of 46%
times the $1,000 of untaxed income.
If the company’s income continues to
remain in the lowest tax bracket the
liability method gives the correct
results and the gross change method
overstates the liability. If the corpora
tion’s tax bracket were to change be
fore the asset were sold, the liability
method is the only method that will
correct this change in rates.
Table 7 was prepared to show the
problems created when a corpora
tion’s income fluctuates up and down
from year to year.
Table 7 shows that again all three
approaches result in three different
solutions to the same set of facts.
Under the liability approach there is a
debit to deferred taxes in both 1984
and 1985, caused by using 46% in
1983. The adjustment to deferred
taxes is much smaller in 1985, due to
the lower tax bracket in 1984. In this
example the net method gives a nor
mal balance in deferred taxes and not
the abnormal results that Table 5
showed, however, the balance in
deferred taxes is less than the lowest
tax rate. The gross method shows a
balance at 18.0% of $1,000; far below
the current tax rate of 40 per cent.

Summary of the Examples
The simple example of the truck was
created with a low asset value to keep
the timing difference between financial
accounting and tax accounting depre
ciation expense within a single tax
bracket. When timing differences ex
ceed the amount of income subject to
tax at the maximum rate, it is not clear
whether they should be computed at
the maximum rate or the excess over
income subject to maximum rate at the
next lower rate. When APB No. 11 was
written, corporations with taxable in
come over $25,000 were at the max
imum rate and the assumption was
that the maximum rate should be used.
In the illustration, the example created
was used throughout; no attempt was
made to try a variety of examples. The
taxable incomes were also selected to
keep the timing difference within a

single tax bracket. In actual practice,
a corporation can have a number of
asset acquisitions and disposals dur
ing each year. These can vary infinitely
in number and size from company to
company. Thus the timing differences
can be material or almost zero if the
timing differences originating and
reversing are equal. Therefore, for any
given corporation the problems could
be substantial or minimal or any place
in between. To illustrate the effects of
the changes in the Federal tax code,
the examples were deliberately kept
simple.
The tables do demonstrate the con
ceptual and computational problems of
deferred taxes created by the Eco
nomic Recovery Act of 1981. These
tables show that the income statement
approach to the net method can create
unrealistic values for deferred taxes.
They also demonstrate that the gross
method can overstate or understate
deferred taxes. The tables also dem
onstrate that varying solutions will oc
cur depending on the method or the
approach to the method used to ac
count for deferred income taxes.

Conclusions

a relatively small corporation, par
ticularly for those corporations that do
not have sophisticated computerized
accounting systems. The gross
method can result in a deferred tax
balance that is materially low or high.
The simple example used in this ar
ticle demonstrates the problems in
herent in using the income approach
to the net method. For top bracket cor
porations the liability approach will give
identical results, as they are always us
ing the maximum tax rate. In fact, it is
often used as a verification of the in
come approach computations.
The income statement approach for
the net method and gross method of
determining deferred taxes should be
replaced with the liability method. This
will cause the current year’s income
tax expense for financial accounting to
reflect any adjustment of deferred
taxes caused by changing tax rates or
brackets. Thus the change in estimate
of deferred taxes becomes a compo
nent of the current year’s income. The
liability approach follows the re
quirements of Accounting Principles
Board Opinion No. 20, “Accounting
Changes’’6 for accounting for changes
in estimate. The liability approach also
is the easiest and the most cost effec
tive method for corporations whose in
come is in the lower tax brackets.

The environment of constant tax
brackets and rates that existed when
APB No. 11 was written has changed.
Tax brackets and tax rates are being
frequently altered. The changes in
depreciation rules of the Federal in
This article was based on the
come tax code have mandated the assumption that a corporation used
application of APB No. 11 to smaller generally accepted accounting princi
corporations which, in the past, would ples for financial accounting and re
be able to use the same depreciation porting. For small corporations which
methods for both tax and financial ac use the tax return basis for reporting,
counting purposes. In fact, many of as permitted under Statement of Au
these corporations probably would not diting Procedures no. 14,7 dealing with
have any timing differences because other comprehensive basis of account
the depreciation expense for tax pur ing, then substantial differences could
poses was acceptable for financial ac exist between depreciation expense
counting purposes.
and the net book value of depreciable
Although APB No. 11 does not per assets acquired after 1980 and for
mit the use of the liability approach to those acquired before 1981.
determining deferred taxes, it is the
Footnoting the value for depreciation
simplest and easiest to use in determin expense and net book value based on
ing deferred taxes for corporations with prior tax laws may be necessary to pre
income that is not in the top tax vent the financial statements from be
bracket. The income approach to the ing misleading if these amounts are
net method required by APB No. 11 material.
can result in deferred tax balances that
Now is the time to change generally
are intuitively incorrect. The tables accepted accounting principles for
demonstrated that balances that deferred taxes. Price Waterhouse
should be credits were debits, or that commented:
the balances could be outside the
Last year or the year before, a rethink
minimum or maximum rates. The
ing of Opinion 11 would have simply
gross method can require more
been an excellent idea, somewhat
recordkeeping than can be justified for
overdue; today it’s a crying need.8

The use of the liability approach to
determining deferred taxes is recom
mended. Any adjustment to the
balance of deferred taxes caused by
changing tax brackets or tax rates is
made in the current year, as any
change in estimate would be.Ω
NOTES
1Price Waterhouse, “Accounting Events and
Trends,” September, 1981, page 2.
Accounting Principles Board, Accounting
Principles Board Opinion No. 11, “Accounting
for Income Taxes,” December, 1967,
3IRS Code Section 11 (b)(c) prior to 1974, 1978,
1981 amendments.
4IRS Code Section 11(b)(c) as amended in
1978.
5Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, Subti
tle D - Small Business Provisions, Act Section
231 (a)(1) and (2), “Reduction in Corporate Tax
Rates,” (a) amendment of Code Section 11(b).
Accounting Principles Board, Accounting
Principles Board Opinion No. 20, “Accounting
Changes,” July, 1971.
Auditing Standards Executive Committee,
American Institute of Certified Public Accoun
tants, Statement on Auditing Standards No. 14,
“Special Reports,” December, 1976.
8Price Waterhouse, “Accounting Events and
Trends,” September, 1981, page 2.
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SOP 82-1: New
Standards for
Personal Financial
Statements

auditor. Recognizing the significant im
pact a Statement of Position can have
on the audit function, this article sum
marizes the content of SOP 82-1 and
discusses the required changes in ac
counting and reporting standards for
personal financial statements. The re
quired financial statements and their
basis of presentation are first review
ed, followed by a discussion of the
recommended methods of valuing
financial statement elements. To en
hance the discussion, an overview is
presented of the recommended
methods for valuing selected personal
assets (Exhibit 2) and for estimating
current amounts of liabilities (Exhibit 3).

Basic Financial Statements

By Walter A. Robbins and Kenneth R. Austin

In June 1968, the Committee on Per
sonal Financial Statements of the
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) issued Industry
Audit Gude, “Audits of Personal Finan
cial Statements”.1 This guide
represented the first authoritative
document providing direction to in
dependent auditors when examining
and reporting on the financial affairs of
individuals or groups of related indi
viduals. The major consideration of
this pronouncement was the require
ment that personal financial
statements be prepared in conformity
with generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP) applicable to com
mercial enterprises. The purpose was
to achieve uniformity and provide
users with meaningful information.

Since the publication of the Audit
Guide, the use and importance of per
sonal financial statements has in
creased substantially. Consequently,
in 1981 the Accounting Standards Ex
ecutive Committee of the AICPA
began a project to reevaluate accoun
ting and reporting standards for per
sonal financial statements. The
ultimate objective of the project was to
issue a revised audit guide relating to
compilation, review, and audits of per
10/The Woman CPA, January, 1984

sonal financial statements. As an
interim step, in October 1981, the
Committee released for public com
ment a draft revision of the accounting
section of the 1968 Audit Guide.2 The
proposed revisions were made in light
of the purpose for which personal
financial statements are prepared,
potential users and user groups, and
the various ways the statements may
be utilized. After considerable delibera
tion, in October 1982, the AICPA
issued Statement of Position (SOP)
82-1, “Accounting and Reporting for
Personal Financial Statements”.3 The
SOP amends the accounting provi
sions of the Audit Guide and requires
major changes in accounting and
reporting standards for personal finan
cial statements dated June 30, 1983,
or thereafter.
Although Statements of Position do
not establish standards enforceable
under rule 203 of the Institute’s Code
of Professional Ethics, Statement of
Auditing Standards (SAS) 5, as
amended by SAS 43, indicates that
these documents represent another
major source of established accoun
ting principles the auditor should con
sider. Accordingly, any departures
from recommendations contained in
SOPs must be justifiable by the

SOP 82-1 indicates that personal
financial statements should provide
adequate disclosure of relevant infor
mation relating to the financial affairs
of an individual reporting entity. A
reporting entity is identified as con
sisting of a single individual, a hus
band and wife, or a larger family group.
For each reporting entity, the SOP re
quires the presentation of a Statement
of Financial Condition as the primary
financial statement. Although the
general format of this statement is
similar to the traditional Balance
Sheet, the content and basis of
presentation has been substantially
changed. The Statement of Financial
Condition for individuals is now re
quired to present estimated current
values of assets, estimated current
amounts of liabilities, a provision for
estimated taxes, and net worth.
Whenever a Statement of Financial
Condition is issued, a comparison of
current period amounts with one or
more prior periods should be made.
The Committee concluded that this
method of presentation is more infor
mative than single year disclosure
because it provides a point of
reference for the user.
The SOP does not require the
presentation of a Statement of
Changes in Net Worth, but indicates
that this statement may accompany
the Statement of Financial Condition,
if desirable. Unlike the requirement set
forth in the 1968 Audit Guide, presen
tation of a Statement of Changes in
Net Worth is now optional when com
parative financial statements are
presented. If a Statement of Changes
in Net Worth is presented, it should

disclose all major sources of increases
and decreases in the reporting entity’s
net worth. Exhibit 1 lists those items
which may result in changes in net
worth.

Basis of Financial Reporting
Personal assets and liabilities are
the primary focus in the Statement of
Financial Condition. The Audit Guide
required these financial statement
items to be presented based on
historical cost. The Guide states, “to
achieve a desirable degree of uni
formity and provide meaningful infor
mation,...financial statements for
individuals should be prepared on a
cost basis, in conformity with general
ly accepted accounting principles.’’4
After reevaluating the information
needs of users of personal financial
statements, the Executive Committee
believed that historical cost, as the
primary basis of financial statement
presentation, was inadequate. For in
stance, to assess credit risk, potential
lenders require information about the
current value of collateral. Estimated
current values are also required for
estate, gift, and income tax planning.
Moreover, candidates for public office
are required to disclose current value
information relating to their personal
financial affairs. Thus, the Committee
concluded that historical cost does not
satisfy the informational needs of users
of personal financial statements.
The Committee recognized that cer
tain users of personal financial
statements need and require current
value information rather than historical
cost. To meet this need, the SOP re
quires the Statement of Financial Con
dition to present assets at their
estimated current values and liabilities
at their estimated current amounts, as
determined on the financial statement
date. Also, estimated current values of
assets and estimated amounts of
liabilities are required to be presented
in the order of their liquidity and maturi
ty, without any current and noncurrent
classification. Interestingly, the current/noncurrent designation was not
recommended because the Commit
tee believed that the liquidity of a
reporting entity is more important to
users of personal financial statements
than the concept of working capital.
Finally, it should be noted that
although estimated current value is the
primary basis of presentation, the SOP

EXHIBIT 1
Items Which Change Personal Net Worth
Increase
1. Income
2. Increase in estimated current
value of assets
3. Decrease in estimated current
amount of liabilities
4. Decrease in provision for
estimated income taxes

does not preclude the presentation of
historical cost information on a sup
plemental basis.

Valuation of Personal Assets
A major contribution of the SOP is
the guidance provided in valuing per
sonal assets and estimating amounts
of liabilities. In establishing guidelines
for determining current values of per
sonal assets, the Committee conclud
ed that in some instances a single
valuation method could be identified
and recommended as generally ac
cepted, while in other instances multi
ple valuation methods are appropriate.
As a general guide, the SOP states
that estimated current values of per
sonal assets should be the amount
required in an exchange between a
willing buyer and seller, each of whom
is well informed of the underlying facts.
The use of recent sales information
relating to transactions involving
similar assets in similar circumstances
is perhaps the most satisfactory basis
for determining estimated current
values and should be used whenever
practicable. When recent sales infor
mation is not available, other valuation
methods should be followed. Possible
alternative methods include, but are
not limited to, liquidation values,
capitalization of past or prospective
earnings, appraisal value, historical
cost adjusted for specific price
changes, and discounted cash flows.
Whenever the cost of obtaining current
value information exceeds the
benefits, the SOP recommends the
use of professional judgement in the
estimation process. Regardless of the
method selected, the objective is to
provide useful information. This is con
sistent with the objectives of external

Decrease
1. Expenses
2. Decreases in estimated current
value of assets
3. Increases in estimated current
amount of liabilities
4. Increase in provision for
income taxes

financial reporting as set forth in State
ment of Financial Accounting Con
cepts No. 1.5
As shown in Exhibit 2, the current
value of receivables should be the pre
sent value of estimated future cash in
flows. The present value of receivables
is a function of (1) the discount rate
and (2) the waiting period for expected
cash receipts. The SOP does not
establish a specific discount rate, but
states than an “appropriate” interest
rate on the financial statement date
should be used. The selection of an
appropriate discount rate will require
the auditor to use his professional
judgement. When making this selec
tion, the auditor should consider the
stated interest rate, market rates for
credit of equal risk, and the individual’s
cost of capital rate. Also, no distinction
is made between short and long-term
receivables. If the waiting period for
cash receipts is short, the net
realizable value of receivables would
closely approximate their present
value and could be used. If, however,
the waiting period is longer than one
year, the proper value of the receivable
should be the present value of future
expected cash receipts.
The recommended method for valu
ing marketable securities depends on
how the securities are being traded.
The SOP states that when marketable
securities are traded on a securities
exchange, their current value should
be the closing price on the financial
statement date (Exhibit 2). However, if
such securities are not actively traded
on that date, their current value should
be estimated within the bid and asked
prices. Conversely, in those instances
where marketable securities are trad
ed over-the-counter, the estimated cur
rent value should be the mean of
The Woman CPA, January, 1984/11

EXHIBIT 2
Methods for Estimating Current Value of Assets
Item Classification
1. Receivables
2. Marketable securities traded
on security exchanges:
(A) if traded on the financial
statement date
(B) if not traded on the
financial statement date

Recommended Valuation Method(s)
Present value of future cash collections

Closing prices of the securities.
Select a value within the range of bid and
asked prices for the securities.

3. Marketable securities traded
over the counter

Average value of the bid and asked
prices.

4. Marketable equity securities
held in large blocks

Recent sales price adjusted for market
effect of block sale.

5. Options

Published prices or estimated value
based on the value of the asset subject
to option.

6. Investment in life insurance

Net cash value of the policy.

7. Investment in closely held
businesses

Liquidation value, appraisals, repro
duction value, or discounted cash flows.

8. Real estate investments

Appraisals, assessed value for property
taxes, market price if available, or
discounted cash flows.

9. Intangible assets

Discounted cash flows if the amounts
and timing can be estimated,
otherwise use cost.

10. Qualifying nonforfeitable rights

Discounted cash flows.

either: (1) bid prices from different
sources, (2) bid and asked prices, or
(3) broker-dealer quotations for the
securities on the financial statement
date (Exhibit 2). By using quoted
market prices for valuing securities,
the reliability of information is substan
tially enhanced since the data are easi
ly verifiable.
The Committee recognized that the
market value of large blocks of equity
securities may not be the market price
at which individual shares are traded.
In addition, a block of equity securities
that represents a controlling interest
may be proportionately more valuable
than smaller interests. As indicated in
Exhibit 2, the SOP requires the current
market price to be adjusted to consider
the effects of large blocks of securities
and/or the existence of a controlling
interest. No specific guidance is pro
vided by the SOP for making such
adjustments. Consequently, the
auditor will be required to rely on his
professional judgment.
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Investments by individuals in close
ly held businesses can be in the form
of a sole proprietorship, general and
unlimited partnerships, and corpora
tions. The SOP requires that the net in
vestment in such businesses be
presented in personal financial
statements at estimated current values
on the financial statement date.
Generally, there will not be an
established market for determining the
investment’s estimated market value.
Consequently, the valuation process
becomes difficult and professional
judgment should be exercised. It is
recognized in the SOP that there is no
generally accepted procedure for
determining estimated current values
for investments in closely held
businesses, but several alternative
methods are proposed which should
prove useful. These methods include
appraisals, present values of net future
cash flows, liquidation values,
reproduction value, and adjustments of
book value for appraisals of specific

assets (Exhibit 2). The auditor should
be cautious, however, and remember
that the valuation procedure selected
must be justifiable in light of the
underlying circumstances.
The SOP requires investments in
real estate (including leaseholds) to be
presented in personal financial
statements at their estimated current
values. To assist in the valuation pro
cess, certain types of information may
be useful. The SOP suggests the
following:
(1) Sales price of similar property.
(2) Present value of net cash flows.
(3)Appraisals from independent
real estate agents.
(4) Financial appraisals.
(5)Assessed value for taxing
purposes.
Whenever personal financial
statements are to be prepared for in
dividuals who have nonforfeitable
rights to receive certain sums, caution
should be exercised in estimating the
asset’s current value. The SOP states
that such nonforfeitable rights should
be based on their discounted amounts
if all of the following characteristics are
met: (1) the rights are fixed or deter
minable, (2) the rights are not subject
to contingencies relating to the
holder’s life expectancy or the occur
rence of some future event, and (3) the
holder is not required to perform a
future service. If these characteristics
are not present, no asset exists. Ex
amples of nonforfeitable rights are:
1. Guaranteed minimum pension
rights.
2. Vested rights in pension or profit
sharing plans.
3. Alimony payments if fixed for a
definite future period.
4. Interests in annuities.
5. Interests in deferred compensation
plans.

Estimating Personal Liabilities
The SOP requires liabilities to be
presented in personal financial
statements at their estimated current
amounts. The SOP defines estimated
current amounts for payables and
other liabilities as the discounted
amounts of future cash payments. If
the liability is due within a short period
of time, the amount of the discount is
usually immaterial and the liability can
be presented at its face value. If dis
counting is required, the discount rate
should be the lower of the implicit in
terest rate or the current market rate

of similar debt. Noncancellable com
mitments to pay future sums are to be
presented at their discounted amounts
(Exhibit 3). Such commitments should
be recognized only if (1) the rights are
fixed or determinable, (2) the rights are
not subject to contingencies relating to
others life expectancy or the occur
rence of some future event, and (3)
others are not required to perform a
future service. Fixed amounts of
alimony payable for a definite future
period and charitable pledges are ex
amples of noncancellable com
mitments.
Personal financial statements are
also required to disclose a liability for
income taxes payable (Exhibit 3). This
presentation should include unpaid in
come taxes for prior tax years and
estimated income taxes accrued on
the financial statement date for the cur
rent tax year. The determination of the
accrued income taxes should be
based on the relationship of taxable in
come earned to total estimated taxable
income for the year, net of any tax
payments. To illustrate, assume that
an estimated yearly tax liability of
$30,000 is based on total expected tax
able income of $75,000, and $45,000
has been earned by the financial state
ment date. The estimated current
amount of the tax liability is calculated
as follows:
income earned to date
estimated yearly taxable income
x
estimated yearly tax liability
or:
$45,000 x $30,000 = $18,000

$75,000

Thus, $18,000 is the tax liability. If,
however, tax payments of $15,000 had
been paid by the financial statement
date, only $3,000 would be presented
as the tax liability.
Finally, since the presentation of
personal financial statements focuses
on the pro forma effect of liquidation,
the assumption is made that the pro
forma tax consequences of such li
quidation should be shown. As a
result, the SOP requires the disclosure
of estimated income taxes on the dif
ference between the current value of
assets and estimated total amounts of

EXHIBIT 3
Methods for Estimating Current Amounts of Liabilities
Item Classification

1. Payables and noncancellable
commitments

Recommended Valuation Methods

Discounted amounts.

2. Income taxes payable

Unpaid income taxes for completed tax
years and estimated taxes for elapsed
portion of current tax year.

3. Estimated income taxes on the
difference between net assets at
current values and their applicable
tax bases.

Use applicable income tax laws for the
current reporting period.

liabilities, and their tax basis (Exhibit
3). This consistency on highlighting the
liquidity function is very practical
because under conditions of liquida
tion, tax liabilities must be satisfied
before other debtors are paid. The
Committee believes that a provision for
such estimated income tax conveys
relevant information relating to cash
flows and the ability to meet obliga
tions. To provide guidance in making
the calculations, the SOP states that
the assumptions and the basis for tax
computation should depend on the
facts, circumstances, tax laws and
regulations, and assumptions that apply
to the individual or individuals for
whom the financial statements are
prepared. The SOP requires the use
of accompanying footnotes to disclose
the methods and assumptions used in
the tax computations.

Exhibit 4 illustrates how a worksheet
can be used for determining the in
come tax provision on the excess of
asset current values over their tax
bases. The estimated income tax pro
vision is determined to be $239,000
and is presented between the liabilities
and net worth sections in the State
ment of Financial Condition. An advan
tage of the worksheet is that it provides
a systematic approach for determining
the tax provision and facilitates the for
mulation of required footnote
disclosures. The reader should note
that a provision for estimated income
taxes should also reflect the tax con
sequences that result from differences
between estimated current amounts of
liabilities and their tax basis. The ex
ample shown in Exhibit 4 assumes that

there is no difference between the tax
basis of liabilities and their estimated
current amounts. If such consideration
were necessary, appropriate calcula
tions could easily be incorporated into
the model worksheet.

Conclusion
The Accounting Standards Ex
ecutive Committee of the American In
stitute of Certified Public Accountants
has recently completed the first step
in reevaluating the accounting and
reporting standards applicable to per
sonal financial statements. As a result,
in October 1982, Statement of Position
82-1 was issued which amends the ac
counting provision of the 1968 Audit
Guide, “Audits of Personal Financial
Statements.” The major thrust of the
SOP is the required basis of presen
ting financial statement elements.
Estimated current values for assets
and estimated current amounts of
liabilities is the new basis of presenta
tion. This departure from historical cost
is predicated on the assumption that
current values are more useful in light
of the various ways personal financial
statements are used.
The AICPA has completed the
second and final step of the reevalua
tion project. The Institute has issued
an audit guide entitled,“Personal
Financial Statements — Compilation,
Review and Audit.” This document will
provide guidance on the scope of
work, the form of an audit report, and
the review or compilation of personal
financial statements in conformity with
the accounting provisions of SOP 82-1.
Because the SOP will have a signifi
cant impact on the accounting and
The Woman CPA, January, 1984/13

—
74,900

5,500
190,000
30,000
10,000
$534,000

111,400
171,900

5,500
190,000
55,000
40,000
$1,384,000

1

20%
20%

—
—

$239,000

—
—
5,000
6,000

55,700
25,600

50%
26%

111,400
97,000
—
—
25,000
30,000
$850,000

86,100

20%

430,500

Assumptions used

Maximum tax rate.
Weighted average of short-term
and long-term capital gain rates.
No tax effect.
No tax effect.
Long-term capital gain rate.
Long-term capital gain rate.

Weighted average of short-term
and long-term capital gain rates
based on composition of portfolio.
Short-term capital gain rate.
Weighted average of short-term
and long-term capital gain rates.
Long-term capital gain rate.

Maximum tax rate.

No tax effect.

excess or deficit of the estimated current values of major assets or categories of assets over their tax bases should be disclosed.

119,500

4,000
9,100

50%
38%

8,000
24,000

37,500

36%

104,100

56,400

20,000
24,000

—
$ 10,000

—

50%

—

Effective
income
tax rates

$ 20,000

(3)
Excess of
(1) over (2)

(5)
Amount of
estimated
income taxes
(col. 4 x col. 3)

3,700
—

550,000

$

(2)
Tax
bases

(4)

This amount should be presented in the Statement of Financial Condition between liabilities and net worth.
SOURCE: SOP 82-1, AICPA, October, 1982, p. 27.

1The
2

Estimated income
tax provision

Davekar Company, Inc.
Vested interest in deferred
profit sharing plan
Remainder interest in
testamentary trust
Cash value of life insurance
Residence
Personal effects
Jewelry
Totals

28,000
48,000

Stock Options
Kenbruce Associates

3,700
20,000
160,500

$

Cash
Bonus receivable
Investments
Marketable securities

Description

(1)
Estimated
current
values

EXHIBIT 4
Model Worksheet for Computing Estimated Taxes
on Excess of Asset Current Values
Over Their Tax Bases

reporting of personal financial affairs,
it is imperative that accountants and
auditors become aware of the new re
quirements and begin planning for an
orderly, systematic transition under the
newly established standards. Ω

NOTES
1Audit Guide, “Audits of Personal Financial
Statements,” AICPA, 1968.
2Exposure Draft, “Proposed Accounting Sec
tion Personal Financial Statements Guide,” AIC
PA, 1981.
3Statement of Position 82-1, “Accounting and
Financial Reporting for Personal Financial
Statements,” AICPA, 1982.
4Audit Guide, “Audits of Personal Financial
Statements,” AICPA, 1968, p. 2.
5Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts
No. 1, “Objectives of Financial Reporting by
Business Enterprises,” FASB, 1978.
6SOP 82-1, p. 16, paragraph 32.
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The Increasing Number of Women Accountants is Significant
Women in
the Labor Force

1960
1970
1980

Number

Percentage
Compared
to 1960

21,874,000
29,667,000
41,283,000

100.0%
135.6%
188.7%

Women Employed
in Accounting

Men Employed
in Accounting

Number

Percentage
Compared
to 1960

Number

Percentage
Compared
to 1960

82,000
187,000
379,000

100.0%
228.0%
462.1%

414,000
526,000
668,000

100.0%
127.1%
161.4%

Employment numbers from Statistical Abstract of the United States (U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970, 1980).
Table provided courtesy of Rodger Trigg, Ph.D., CPA, and Associate Professor and Chairman of the Accounting Department at
Columbus College, Columbus, Georgia.
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You’ve made the two tough decisions.
Now make the easy one
that’ll protect those two.
You decided to computerize.
Then decided on which
computer. Now decide to
maximize that capability
with one-write efficiency
for client input. __
For you—clean, organized, standardized data
A McBee Organized Computer Input (OCI) onewrite system in your client’s hands means your staff
is given clean, organized input in standardized
format. It means the ease and accuracy of working
with journals, instead of fussing with check stubs
or loose vouchers. It means working with pre
proven figures, cross-footed and balanced, for ready
entry to the computer.

One-Write vs. “3-up” or voucher checks
Any of these can be used as the source document
for inputting client data, but only one-write does a
real bookkeeping job for your client. A check is
only a check, but a McBee one-write is a system.
One-write also offers you the option of inputting
column totals or line-by-line entries. The choice is
yours. So are the savings. Should your client insist
on typewritten checks, that can be accommodated.
That’s the beauty of one-write. Neither you nor
your client has to compromise.

Duplicate journal frees both hands
With the use of a duplicate journal, you have your
needed source document for entry of data from
which general ledger, trial balance and operating
statements can be generated. At the same time, your
client retains a copy as an in-house record of the
firm’s bank balance and disbursements. This frees
your staff from the time constraints of having to
return client records and reduces reconciling any
differences to a simple phone call.

For your clients — real bookkeeping
For your clients, one-write delivers all the hallmarks
of sound bookkeeping. Accountability. Accuracy
Known distribution. Sequential check control. Bal
anced totals. An audit trail. A running bank balance.
All at little cost and with eye-opening time savings.
The benefits of McBee one-write don’t end when
you computerize. Fact is, they multiply.

McBee

One-Write Bookkeeping Systems
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McBee Systems, 151 Cortlandt St, Belleville, NJ 07109

) Let’s see the McBee OCI one-write
systems for client input use.
Name
Firm

Address
City/State/Zip

Phone
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The Consistency
Qualification
A Proposed Solution

principles are generally accepted, SAS
No. 5 “The Meaning of ‘Present Fair
ly in Conformity With Generally Ac
cepted Accounting Principles’ in the
Independent Auditor’s Report” as
amended by SAS No. 43 establishes
a hierarchy of authoritativeness.
Among those documents encom
passed by Rule 203 of the Code of
Conduct (and thus, at the top of the
hierarchy) are Accounting Principles
Board Opinions (APBO’s). Thus, the
source for determining the proper ac
counting treatment of accounting
changes is found in APBO No. 20 “Ac
counting Changes.”

Accounting Changes

By Paul Munter and Thomas A. Ratcliffe

APBO No. 20 promulgates current
accounting thought concerning how
accounting changes should be treated
in the financial statements. Exhibit 1
summarizes accounting changes and
related items and the proper ac
counting treatment of these items.

Accounting Changes
Affecting Consistency
When an enterprise changes ac
counting principles, and the change
materially affects comparability in the
financial statements, the auditor’s
report must be qualified for lack of con
sistency. However, there exist incon
sistencies between the treatment of
accounting changes in the audit report
and the treatment of accounting
changes in the financial statements.
The purpose of this paper is to deli
neate inconsistencies between ac
counting literature and auditing
literature and to propose solutions
which will result in a consistent treat
ment of accounting changes in the ac
counting and auditing literature.

The Consistency Standard
The second standard of reporting
(the consistency standard) is:
The report shall state whether such
principles have been consistently
observed in the current period in
relation to the preceding period.

The objective of the consistency
standard is to give assurance that the
comparability of financial statements
between periods has not been
materially affected by the changes in
accounting principles, which include

not only accounting principles and
practices but also the methods of ap
plying them. Thus, if comparability has
been materially affected by such
changes, the audit report should make
reference to these changes through a
consistency exception. Therefore, the
purpose of the consistency exception
is to provide a “red flag” to alert the
readers of the financial statements that
the reporting enterprise has made a
change in accounting principle.
However, there is a difference be
tween the notion of consistency and
that of comparability. Regarding that,
paragraph 5 of SAS No. 1, section 420,
“Consistency of Application of
Generally Accepted Accounting Prin
ciples” states that:
Changes in accounting principle
having a material effect on the finan
cial statements require recognition in
the independent auditor’s opinion as
to consistency. Other factors affec
ting comparability in financial
statements may require (financial
statement) disclosure, but they would
not ordinarily be commented upon in
the independent auditor’s report, (em
phasis added)

Accordingly, the consistency stan
dard is meant to address a change in
GAAP as applied by the reporting en
tity. In determining whether accounting

SAS No. 1, section 420 identifies the
types of accounting changes which re
quire recognition in the auditor’s report
as to consistency. Exhibit 2 sum
marizes the types of accounting
changes and identifies those which af
fect consistency.

Since the consistency standard
makes direct reference to GAAP, a
change in an accounting principle
(both general type and special type)
would require recognition in the
auditor’s opinion as to consistency.
Likewise, since a change in the re
porting entity is a special type of
change in accounting principle, such
a change requires recognition in the
auditor’s opinion as to consistency.
Changes in reporting entity that re
quire recognition in the auditor opinion
include:
a. Presenting consolidated or com
bined statements in place of
statements of individual compa
nies.

b. Changing specific subsidiaries
comprising the group of companies
for which consolidated statements
are presented.

c. Changing the companies included
in combined financial statements.
The Woman CPA, January, 1984/17

of change requires recognition in the
independent auditor’s opinion as to
consistency.

EXHIBIT1
Treatment of Accounting Changes
Treatment in Financial Statements
Include cumulative effect in income for
period of change; do not restate prior
periods
Retroactively restate all periods
presented

Type of Accounting Change
General type change in principle

Special type change in principle

Change in estimate
Change in principle inseparable
from change in estimate

Currently and prospectively

Change in reporting entity

Special type change in principle —
retroactively restate all periods
presented
Not an accounting change — prior
period adjustment
Correction of error — prior period
adjustment

Change in estimate — currently and
prospectively

Correction of error

Change from non-GAAP to GAAP

Restate financial statements — e.g.,
reclassifying a receivable from current
to noncurrent

Reclassification

EXHIBIT 2
Impact of Accounting Changes in the Auditor’s Report
Accounting Changes
General type change in principle
Special type change in principle
Change in estimate
Change in principle inseparable
from change in estimate
Change in reporting entity
Correction of error
Change from non-GAAP to GAAP
Reclassification

d . Changing among the cost, equity,
and consolidation methods of ac
counting for subsidiaries or other
investments in common stock.
e. A business combination accounted
for as a pooling of interests.

A change from an accounting prin
ciple that is not generally accepted to
one that is generally accepted, in
cluding correction of a mistake in the
application of a principle, is a cor
rection of an error for accounting pur
poses (see Exhibit 1). Although this
18/The Woman CPA, January, 1984

Affect Consistency in the Audit
Opinion?
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

type of change in accounting principle
should be accounted for as the correc
tion of an error, SAS No. 1 section 420
requires that this change also be given
recognition in the auditor’s opinion as
to consistency.
As can be seen in Exhibit 1, a
change in accounting principle which
is inseparable from a change in ac
counting estimate should be ac
counted for the same as a change in
estimate only. However, since a
change in principle is involved, SAS
No. 1, section 420 states that this type

Accounting Changes Not
Affecting Consistency
As Exhibit 2 shows, the correction of
an error in previously issued financial
statements resulting from mathe
matical mistakes, oversights, or
misuse of facts that existed at the time
the financial statements were originally
prepared does not involve the con
sistency standard if no element of ac
counting principles or their application
is included (i.e., when it is a correction
of an error other than a change from
non-GAAP to GAAP). Therefore, the
independent auditor does not
recognize the correction in his opinion
as to consistency.
A change in accounting estimate is
required by altered conditions that af
fect comparability but does not involve
the consistency standard. The in
dependent auditor, in addition to satis
fying himself with respect to the con
ditions giving rise to the change in ac
counting estimate, should satisfy
himself that the change does not in
clude the effect of a change in ac
counting principle. Provided he is so
satisfied, the auditor would not com
ment on this change in his report
because it does not affect his opinion
as to consistency. However, a change
in accounting estimate which has a
material effect on the financial
statements may require disclosure in
a note to the financial statements. If
the effect of the change in accounting
estimate is significant enough, the
auditor may want to emphasize the
matter while still expressing an un
qualified opinion on the financial
statements. Paragraph 27 of SAS No.
2 “Reports on Audited Financial
Statements’’ allows the auditor to pro
vide such explanatory information in a
separate paragraph of the auditor’s
report (an “emphasis of a matter’’
paragraph) while still issuing an un
qualified opinion.

Lastly, a reclassification of a finan
cial statement element (such as
reclassifying the operations of a seg
ment as a discontinued operation)
does not involve a change in ac
counting principle. For purposes of
comparability, all financial statements
would reclassify this element when

multiple-period financial statements
are presented. Since no principle
change is involved, a reclassification
would not result in a consistency
change. Further, if the reclassification
involves changing the presentation of
funds (e.g., from cash to working
capital) in a statement of changes in
financial position, SAS No. 43 amends
section 420 of SAS No. 1 to treat this
as any other reclassification — that is,
no recognition as to consistency if all
periods presented reflect the
reclassification.

Before a solution to the problem is
proposed, it is necessary to examine
the opinion paragraph of the auditor’s
standard report.

For the
Pregnant
CPA

In our opinion, the financial
statements referred to above present
fairly the financial position of X
Company as of December 31, 19XX,
and the results of its operations and
the changes in its financial position
for the year then ended, in confor
mity with generally accepted ac
counting principles applied on a
basis consistent with that of the
preceding year. (emphasis added)

The Inconsistencies
From the foregoing discussion, it is
apparent that there is a conflict be
tween the accounting treatment and
the affect on the audit report for two
items: a change in accounting princi
ple which is inseparable from a change
in accounting estimate and a change
from non-GAAP to GAAP. For pur
poses of the audit report, both items
are treated as a change in accounting
principle with a consistency exception
reported in the auditor’s opinion.
Meanwhile, for accounting purposes,
neither item is reflected in the financial
statements as a change in accounting
principle. Since the consistency ex
ception is commonly viewed as a “red
flag,” this can lead to confusion on the
part of the financial statement reader.
The reader would expect to find a note
explaining the nature, justification, and
affects of the change in accounting
principle; however, the financial
statements would not contain a note
for a change in accounting principle.

A Proposed Solution to the
Inconsistency in Consistency
As was mentioned earlier, the ASB
decided against changing the standard
audit report. Thus, the standard audit
report still contains a reference to the
consistent application of GAAP. Many
(if not most) users of audited financial
statements look to the audit report for
“red flags” that indicate, among other
things, changes in the principles used
in the preparation of financial
statements that impact comparability
of those statements over time.
However, due to the current incon
sistencies between the accounting and
auditing literature, it is possible for the
audit report to indicate a change in ac
counting principle has occured when
the financial statements do not reflect
such a change.

As can be seen, the consistency
reference specifically states that the
financial statements are prepared in
conformity with GAAP applied con
sistently. APBO No. 20 falls under
Rule 203 of the AICPA’s Code of Con
duct and is, therefore, a part of pro
mulgated GAAP. As was discussed
earlier, it is, in fact, APBO No. 20 which
defines and illustrates the items which
constitute changes in accounting
principle.

Classic business clothing, traditionally
styled for the pregnant CPA who must
maintain a professional image throughout
her pregnancy. Business suits and dresses
for maternity.
For catalogue (sizes 4-14) including 22
fabric swatches, send $3, refundable with
order, to P.O. Box 40121, Dept. CP1,
Philadelphia PA 19106.

The consistency exception probably
conveys useful information to financial
statements readers. Therefore, it
would appear to be important to main
tain the reference to the consistent ap
plication of GAAP in the financial
statements for changes in accounting
principle.
In order to resolve the inconsisten
cies which currently exist, a pragmatic
solution for reporting all accounting
changes and error corrections, other
than changes in accounting principle,
in the audit report would be to require
the use of an “emphasis of matter”
paragraph to report these items. (It
should be noted that the “emphasis of
matter” paragraph is commonly used
for material related party transactions,
subsequent events, and changes in
estimate only.) With this approach, the
inconsistencies between the ac
counting and auditing literature can be
reconciled. As was mentioned earlier,
emphasis of a matter paragraph is
used when the auditor wishes to em
phasize some aspect of the financial
statements and still express an un
qualified opinion on the financial
statements taken as a whole. This ap
proach, importantly, would signify that
an accounting change has taken place
or an error correction has been made
without confusing the statement reader
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INTERNAL
AUDIT
MANAGER
ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB
ORATORY, a leading R&D
laboratory, offers an excellent
opportunity for an experienced
Audit Manager to direct our in
ternal auditing group.
You will be responsible for
directing a comprehensive
program of operational and
financial audits, reviewing and
evaluating audit reports issued
by the U.S. Department of En
ergy and other external agen
cies, and performing special
assignments for management.

This position requires a com
prehensive knowledge of ac
counting, auditing (Generally
Accepted Standards and Prin
ciples), and financial and
operational audit report writ
ing. Considerable knowledge
of internal control standards
and computer auditing stan
dards is necessary. Proven
management skills and strong
oral/written communication
skills are essential. Extensive
audit experience at a senior
and/or supervisory level in
cluding contract auditing is re
quired. Undergraduate degree
required. Advanced degree or
CPA and experience in an
R&D environment desirable.

Argonne National Laboratory
can offer a highly competitive
salary and benefits package.
For prompt, confidential con
sideration, send resume to:

R.A. Johns
Box J-AUD17028
9700 S. Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439
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by indicating that the change was a
change in accounting principle. Thus,
under this proposed solution, when the
auditor reports a consistency ex
ception, it will be a “red flag” to finan
cial statement readers that a change
in accounting principle is reflected in
the financial statements

Conclusion
While accounting changes frequent
ly take place in practice, the financial
statement disclosures used to reflect
these changes differ in certain cir
cumstances from the audit report
modifications. In this paper, these in

Paul Munter, DBA, CPA, is associate
professor of accounting at Texas Tech
University in Lubbock, Texas. He
earned his DBA from the University of
Colorado and has been actively in
volved in teaching continuing educa
tion courses. Dr. Munter has pub
lished widely and is the co-author of
four books.

consistent reporting practices between
the accounting and auditing literature
have been analyzed and a solution to
the inconsistencies has been pro
posed. The ASB has show a will
ingness to deal with reporting prob
lems on a piecemeal basis (such as
SAS No.43). The solution proposed
here would enhance the meaning con
veyed through a consistency exception
while still giving the auditor flexibility
in reporting on other accounting
changes which are significant to an
overall evaluation of the financial
statements. Finally, it is a solution
which can be adopted within the cur
rent audit reporting framework.Ω

Thomas A. Ratcliffe, Ph.D., CPA, is
associate professor of accounting and
Director of the Center for Professional
Development at Texas Tech Universi
ty. He holds a Ph.D. from the Universi
ty of Alabama and has published
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four books.

of accounting, debate of the pros and
cons of this approach to accounting
education has accelerated. A study of
the literature suggests that the major
benefits of a professional school of ac
counting result from 1) curriculum
autonomy, 2) control over admission
standards, 3) greater flexibility in pro
motion and tenure standards, 4) a
higher degree of budget autonomy and
5) increased professional stature.
The purpose of this article is to
review and analyze the experience of
colleges and universities in the
development of professional programs
in accounting during the period follow
ing the action of the AICPA in 1973. In
cluded in this report are the relative
degree of autonomy professional
schools have attained, the curriculums
that have been developed, the admis
sion standards that have been
established, the degrees currently
awarded, the different organizational
structures that are operational, the im
plementation of the 5-year curricula11
and the status of the accreditation pro
cess. In the section on curriculum, a
detailed comparison has been made of
a 5-year curricula to the “sample pro
While the current resurgence of in
gram” recommended by the
terest in accounting education may be
Institute.12
traceable to the Beamer Report, there
was little, if any, progress toward
Of the twenty-eight five-year profes
5-year curricula prior to July 1973,
sional programs that have been
when the Board of Directors of the
established since 1973, eight were
AICPA endorsed and encouraged the
selected for this study.
establishment of professional schools
of accounting at receptive colleges and
universities.6
In 1978, the Task Force on the Degree of Autonomy
Illustrative of the arguments that
Report of the Committee on Education
and Experience Requirements for quality accounting education can be
CPAs7 (hereinafter the Albers Report) optimized by a faculty who have con
generally reaffirmed the Beamer trol over curriculum, the quality of
Report with three major differences. students admitted, the promotion and
First, the emphasis on at least 5 years tenure of faculty, and the budget is the
of college study was changed to “at following excerpt from the Implemen
least 150 semester hours of college ting Guidelines for membership in the
study.”8 This change was made to Federation of Schools of Accountancy:
stress the scope and content of the
educational program rather than a time
Accountancy faculty and ad
frame. Secondly, the Albers Report
ministrators shall have a
specifically states that the education
substantially controlling role
program should lead to a graduate
comparable to that accorded
degree.9 The third major difference is
other professional programs at
the stipulation that “the AICPA should
the university:
encourage the development of quality
programs of professional accounting
1. In matters of faculty selection,
(or schools of professional accounting)
retention, compensation, pro
and participate in their accredita
motion and tenure.
tion.”10
2.In developing curriculum
In the period following the Institute’s
policy, content and methods of
instruction.
endorsement of professional schools

An Analysis of
Professional Schools
of Accounting and
Related Issues
By Frank R. Rayburn

During each of the last three
decades, the American Institute of Cer
tified Public Accountants (AICPA) has
taken positive steps to formalize their
long-standing interest in the education
and experience requirements for Cer
tified Public Accountants. In 1959, the
Council of the Institute adopted thir
teen resolutions on education and ex
perience requirements which had
been recommended by the AICPA
Commission on Standards of Educa
tion and Experience for CPAs.1

Recognizing the dynamics of the
profession, the “Report of the Commit
tee on Education and Experience Re
quirements for CPAs”2 (hereinafter the
Beamer Report) was adopted by the
Council of the AICPA in 1969. This ac
tion superseded the 1959 resolutions
and amendments that had been made
thereto. Among other things, the
Beamer Report stipulated that
“Horizons for a Profession3 is
authoritative for the purpose of
delineating the common body of
knowledge to be possessed by those
about to begin their professional
careers as CPAs.”4 The report also
stated that “at least five years of col
lege study are needed to obtain the
common body of knowledge and
should
be
the
educational
requirement.”5
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3 . In establishing academic stan
dards for admission, retention,
advancement and graduation
of students.
4 .In developing, submitting and
administering the budget of
the accounting unit.13
Table 1 presents the degree of
autonomy each of the eight schools
have attained in each of these areas.
Note that two of the schools (Universi
ty of Mississippi and C.W. Post Center)
have “complete autonomy” which
means they are an operating entity
separate from the business school.
Their actions are not subject to ap
proval by other business school facul
ty nor by the dean of the business
school. At the other extreme is the
University of Missouri where all mat
ters except promotion and tenure must
be approved by the business school
faculty and dean.
Although complete autonomy is ap
pealing, one should not make value
judgments, based on the information
in Table 1, that one degree of
autonomy is good and another is bad.
Remember, the objective is quality ac
counting education, and contingent
upon the total environment, one
operating mode may prove to be as ef
fective as another.

Curriculum
Of the eight schools examined, five
have integrated graduate degree pro
grams which require over 150
semester hours of work (Brigham
Young, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi
and Southern California). The other
three schools (Denver, Missouri and
C.W. Post) have undergraduate pro
grams and graduate programs which
together total at least 150 semester
hours, but the student must exit the
4-year undergraduate program and
apply for admission to the graduate
school for the advanced degree. For
comparative purposes, the semester
hours required for the undergraduate
program and for the graduate degree
have been summed for these three
schools and treated as one program.
Table 2 is a “deficiency matrix”
which reflects the negative differences
in each school’s five-year curriculum
as compared to the sample 150
semester hour program recommend
ed by the AICPA. For example, the
University of Denver requires 6⅔
semester hours less of mathematics
and statistics than the AICPA
recommends.
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As of April 1983, the AACSB
has accredited fifty-one
accounting programs at
twenty-eight schools. Nine of
these schools have five-year
programs.

Only one of the schools provide a
specialization in not-for-profit accoun
ting. This is one of the growth markets
for the future and professional schools
should be encouraged to develop a
not-for-profit track. Also note that three
of the programs have not developed
an Auditing (Public Accounting)
specialization at this time (two of these
three schools have no formal
specializatons).

Internships
AICPA policy statement number 7 says
“student internships are desirable and
are encouraged as part of the educa
When interpreting these data, tional program.”17 Only Brigham
remember the Institute has said the Young University and the University of
sample program “should be viewed as Florida have internships available as
one possible means for implementing electives. None of the eight schools re
Horizons for a Profession.”14 The quire an internship for students. I
AICPA also has stated that “this pro suspect many faculties discard intern
gram is intended to be descriptive ships because of seemingly insur
mountable problems:
locating
rather than prescriptive.”15
Nevertheless, the data suggest employers; matching students and
some differences in philosophy be employers; supervising the process so
tween the AICPA and the academic the internship is a meaningful part of
community16 as to the necessary the academic program; number of
background for professional accoun credit hours to award; and so on.
tants. Half of the schools do not require Those schools who have internships
the recommended hours in business available confirm that these problems
law. Additionally, three of the schools are real, but not unmasterable. The
deviate from the recommendations for potential benefits to the profession of
behavioral science, mathematics and a well-designed internship demands
statistics, finance, quantitative applica continuing attention.
tions in business and computers and
information systems (the financial ac Admission Standards
counting set is excluded from this
Overcrowded classrooms, short
discussion because of the relatively supply of faculty, and low performance
small deviations).
on the CPA examination are just three
In each case, however, there are factors which suggest student input in
sufficient elective hours so that an in to professional schools must be
dividual student could design a screened. Fred Skousen placed this
program that would be in complete issue in focus with the following
harmony with the sample program. statement.
This result would, of course, be con
tingent on either the student’s own
Only those students with a
initiative or academic advising, but at
reasonable chance of success ought
this point in time, having that flexibil
to be encouraged into accounting. It
does not make sense to allow
ity is encouraging.

Specializations
The Albers Report recognizes that
all accounting graduates do not pursue
careers in public accounting and sug
gests that electives might be used to
develop 150-hour programs with
specializations in taxes, auditing, com
puters and information systems, and
accounting for not-for-profit entities.
The specializations in curriculum
available at the selected schools are
reflected in Table 3.

students to be trained as professional
accountants if they will not be suc
cessful and happy in their careers.18

One would expect differences in the
admission standards established by
the eight selected schools, and there
are some, but all eight schools require
essentially a B average as a minimum
for admission to either an integrated
5-year program or to a graduate pro
gram. Adoption of similar admission
standards at all professional schools
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CD
CD
CD
CD

Univ.
of
Denver

C.W. Post Center is a division of Long Island University

N

CD

CDL

CD

Brigham
Young
Univ.

CD
CD
CD

CD*

Univ.
of
Florida

1

N

N

CD
CD

Univ.
of
Georgia

N

CD
C

N

N **

Univ.
of
Missouri

C
C

C

Univ.
of
Miss.

“

CD = complete autonomy, but subject to approval by Dean of College of Business
CDL = complete autonomy, budget goes through Dean’ s office but is a line item from Central Administration
N = No autonomy, all actions must be approved by Faculty of College of Business
ND = No autonomy, all actions must be approved by the Dean, School of Business Administration
* Please note that the Dean of the College of Business is also Dean of the School of Accounting
School of Accountancy can have higher standards than other units in the College

C = complete autonomy, School of Accountancy is a separate entity

a

Admission Standards
Budget
Curriculum
Promotion & Tenure

TABLE
Professional Schools of Accountancy Degree of Autonomy

C
C
C
C

Center

Post a

C.W.

CD
ND
CD
CD

Univ.
of
So. Cal.
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TABLE 2

150

15-12

39

6

6

6

6

15

36-39

6
3
6
3
6
3-6
6
3

60

-3

a
a

24-18

a

6-9
6
6
3-6
3
12

-12/ 3

-1⅓

-2 ⅔

-2⅔

-2⅔

-2⅔

-1

-2⅔

-2 ⅔

-2

-3⅓

-6⅔ b

-6

C.W.
of
Georgia
Hours

-1

-3

-3

Univ.
of
Miss.
Hours

bPartial semester hours result from converting quarter hours to semester hours.
cThis table was prepared early in 1981. The deficiencies may be corrected by now.

aThe Institute of Professional Accounting at BYU does not control 39 hours of Pre-IPA General Education Courses

Accounting Education
Financial Accounting Theory
Applied Fin. Acct. Problems
Contemporary Fin. Acct. Issues
Cost Determination & Analysis
Cost Control
Cost-based Decision Making
Tax Theory & Considerations
Tax problems
Audit Theory & Philosophy
Audit Problems
Computers & information Sys.
Sub-Total
Electives
TOTAL

General Business Education
Econ. (Theory & Monetary Sys)
Legal & Social Environ . of Bus.
Business Law
Marketing
Finance
Organ., Group & Indiv. Behavior
Quantitative Applications in Bus.
Written Communication
Sub-Total

Sub-Total

General Education
Communication
Behavioral Science
Economics
Elementary Acct.
Intro to Computer
Math & Statistics
Other General Education

AICPABrighamUniv.Univ.Univ.Univ.Univ.
Sample
Young
of
of
Program
Univ.
Denver
Florida
Hours
Hours
Hours
Hours

-3

-3

-3

-1

-6

-3

-3

of
Missouri
Hours

-3

-3
-3

Post
Center
Hours

Comparison of 5 Year (150 Semester Hour Minimum) Curriculums and the Sample Program Recommended
by the AICPA (Deficiency Matrix)

-4

-2

-2

-4

-2

of
So. Cal.
Hours
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X

X

Auditing (Public Accounting)
Computers & Information Systems
(Management Advisory
Services, Systems)

General
Management Accounting
Not-for-Profit (Public Sector)
Taxes

bBeginning 1981-82

X

X

X

Xb

Univ.
of

Missouric

Univ.
of

M iss. c

X X X

Univ.
of
Georgia

The University of Denver School of Accountancy and the Law School jointly offer a Master of Taxation degree.

cThese

d

X

Univ.
of
Florida

academic year
schools have no formal specializations, but electives allow the students to develop specializations

Separate degree program

Univ.
of
Denver

X X X
X X X

Brigham
Young
Univ.

Professional Schools of Accountancy
Specializations Available in the 5-Year Curriculum

TABLE 3

Xa

X X
X X

C.W.
Post
Center

X

X

Univ.
of
So. Cal.

would significantly improve the quali
ty of students entering accounting pro
grams and this should have a dramatic
impact on the overall quality of ac
counting education.

Degrees Offered
To promote professionalism through
increased visibility of 5-year profes
sional programs in accounting, the
Federation of Schools of Accountancy
recently reaffirmed its support of
Master of Accountancy (M.Acc.) as the
preferred degree title for 5-year
programs.19 This unique degree
designation has been adopted by five
of the eight schools. The other three
schools and all other professional
schools should be encouraged to
change to this degree title. In a few
years, M.Acc. should be as well known
as the M.B.A.

Organizational Structure
Neither the Albers Committee nor
the AICPA has recommended a
preferable organizational structure for
higher education in accounting and
they should be commended for their
restraint. Each university environment
has some unique characteristics.
Where schools completely separate
from the business school may be the
only viable structure in one case, the
same organization may be either im
possible or deemed unnecessary in
another environment.
Of the eight sample schools, Florida,
Mississippi and C.W. Post Center are
organized as separate schools
(Florida’s School of Accounting does
share a dean with the College of
Business). None of the other profes
sional schools are organized as
separate units.
The School of Accounting at the
University of Georgia has been award
ed professional program status by their
Board of Regents. While no change in
organizational structure has yet
resulted from this action, the effect is
to place the accounting program in a
status similar to the other professional
programs on that campus; e.g., Law,
Pharmacy and Veterinary Medicine.
When considering the organizational
structure in conjunction with the data
in Table 1, there appears to be a high
correlation between organizational
structure and the degree of autonomy.
Whereas this should not surprise
anyone, it does suggest, perhaps, that
the implementation of professional pro
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Accreditation
The Albers Report states that the In
stitute should participate in the ac
Professional schools should
creditation of professional accounting
programs.20 Without recounting all that
provide for specializations in
the educational process com has transpired, it is important to note
that in May 1978 the American
bined with high admission
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
standards.
Business (AACSB), the accrediting
agency for business schools, ap
pointed an Accounting Accreditation
Planning Committee (AAPC) compris
ing representatives of the American
Accounting Association, the American
Institute of Certified Public Account
ants, Financial Executives Institute
and the National Association of Ac
grams in accounting will continue to be countants. After a very lengthy and
hampered until they are accorded pro deliberative process, the AAPC recom
fessional status as a unit independent mended standards for the accredita
of the business school.
tion of accounting programs.21 At its
June 1980 meeting, the AACSB Ac
Implementation of
creditation Council overwhelmingly
5-Year Curriculum
approved the proposed standards and
Nine years after action was taken by accounting programs could request in
the Board of Directors of the AICPA in itiation of the accreditation process as
support of professional programs in ac early as September 15, 1980.
counting, there are twenty-eight pro
James H. MacNeill, director of rela
fessional schools and an unknown
number in varying stages of develop tions with educators for the AICPA,
ment. As of the Fall 1980, each of the summarized the importance of
schools in this study had 5-year cur separate accreditation for accounting
riculums which were operational (two programs as follows:
of the schools, Georgia and Southern
“Until now, AACSB standards have
California, started 5-year programs in
focused only on management pro
the Fall 1980). Although not a part of
grams, of which accounting was a
this study, not all of the other thirteen
segment. Adoption of the new stan
professional programs have 5-year
dards satisfies a need to identify high
quality accounting programs to
curriculums developed and approved.
students, guidance counselors,
There seems to be at least four
recruiters and others.’’22
major factors that have impeded the
development of 5-year curricula:
This is another major step in profes
sionalizing the accounting curriculum.
1 . Inadequate understanding and sup
port from administrators at both the
university and business school Conclusion
levels.
The results of this study suggest that
2 .Lack of understanding and support several arduous years of effort by both
from faculty in other business the practicing and academic segments
disciplines.
of the profession have wrought in
3 .An eagerness on the part of accoun creased recognition and opportunity
ting administrators and faculty to for higher education in accounting.
become involved in the professional Some significant steps have been
school movement without an taken in the professionalization of ac
understanding of the level of com counting education, but much remains
mitment necessary to implementa to be done.
tion of substantial curriculum
While a greater degree of autonomy
changes.
for more schools appears necessary,
4 .Demand for the program is uncer several professional programs have at
tain. Recruiters from the profession tained meaningful control over cur
still go to college campuses and tell riculum, admission, promotion and
students they don’t need an advanc tenure and the budget. The com
patibility of 5-year programs to the
ed degree.

“sample program” of the AICPA in
dicates a sensitivity to the perceived
needs of the practicing profession by
academe that is encouraging. Much
work is yet to be done in curriculum
development, however. Given the
growing complexity of the profession,
it is imperative that professional
schools provide for specializations in
the educational process. High quality
admission standards have been
established in these professional pro
grams. Other professional schools
need to be encouraged to follow suit.
The issue of organizational structure
is far from being resolved, but com
promise is evident. The development
and approval of 5-year degree pro
grams has been slow. The support of
the profession is critical to the ac
celeration of this process. Finally, the
AACSB has approved the separate ac
creditation of accounting programs, a
major step in attaining the level of
recognition necessary to a profes
sional school. Professional programs
must move to comply with the stan
dards established by AACSB and to
seek accreditation. Ω

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
The University of Central Florida has the following openings
for Fall, 1984: ONE ASSOCIATE/FULL PROFESSORSHIP.
Primary research/teaching interests in Auditing, Accounting
Systems, or Accounting for Not-for-Profit Organizations;
secondary teaching area in financial or managerial
accounting; minimum ten years teaching experience
including participation on doctoral dissertation committees;
continuous research and publication background; possession
of appropriate doctorate required; CPA, CMA, and/or CIA
and recent practical experience desirable; salary competitive
and dependent on qualifications.

TWO ASSISTANT PROFESSORSHIPS. Primary
research/teaching interests in Auditing, Accounting Systems,
or Accounting for Not-for-profit Organizations; secondary
teaching area in financial or managerial accounting; must
have research interest; possession of appropriate doctorate,
CPA, CMA, and/or CIA, and recent practical experience
desirable; will consider ABD; salary competitive and
dependent on qualifications. The University is an Equal
Opportunity Affirmative Action employer. We encourage
applications from minority members and women for these
positions. Please contact Dr. Henry R. Anderson, Director,
School of Accounting, University of Central Florida, P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816. Telephone (305) 275-2463.
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1American Institute of Certified Public Ac
countants, Education Requirements for Entry Into
the Accounting Profession: A Statement of AIC
PA Policies (New York: American Institute of Cer
tified Public Accountants, 1978) pp. 28-30.
2American Institute of Certified Public Accoun
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American Institute of Certified Public Accoun
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3Robert H. Roy and James H. MacNeill,
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terchangeably with 150 semester hours.
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Newsletter, April 1980.
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16Some of these deficiencies could result
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faculty.
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18K. Fred Skousen, “Accounting Education:
The New Professionalism,” Journal of Accoun
tancy (July 1977): 56.
19Federation of Schools of Accountancy,
Newsletter, April 1980.
20Education Requirements for Entry into the Ac
counting Profession, 1978, p. 4.
21 Accounting Accreditation Planning Commit
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Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business,
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is a professor of accounting at The
University of Alabama. He is a member
of the American Accounting Associa
tion and the Institute of Management
Accounting. His works have been
published in several professional
journals.
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Tax

Reducing the Cost of
Employer-Reimbursed
Moves

Editor
Joyce M. Lunney, CPA
Universal Health Services
King of Prussia, PA 19406

come of the employee. This technique
is discussed extensively in PLR
8244032, 8230071,8134089 as well as
others.
Under the new technique, rather
than reimburse the employee for sales
commissions and other transfer costs,
the employer engages a relocation ser
vice. This relocation service purchases
the house from the employee. The
relocation service is paid a fee from the
employer to cover the costs of selling
the house and aiding the executive in
the move. This fee is often one percent
to two percent over the costs the com
pany might normally reimburse.
Although the relocation company’s fee
may exceed the costs which might be
incurred by the company directly, the
total cost of moving the executive
decreases.
Table 2 shows, using the same
situation, a total cost to the company
of $15,750 as compared with the
$26,500 under the reimbursement
method.

Table 1
Company Reimburses Executive

When a company desires to relocate
an executive and his/her family, it often
agrees to compensate the executive
for the costs connected with the move.
In certain circumstances, the company
will agree to compensate the executive
for any tax impact of the reimbursed
moving expenses. It is in these cir
cumstances, when the employer has
committed to making the executive
“whole”, that planning opportunities
exist.
Although the tax treatment of mov
ing expenses has been an area of
some controversy and flux, the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 provided some
much needed clarity. TRA added Sec
tion 82 which specifically provides that
an individual will include in gross in
come any amounts received directly,
or indirectly, as a payment for, or reim
bursement of, moving expenses. Sec
tion 217 was amended to permit the
employee to deduct reimbursed mov
ing expenses within certain limits. As
a result of these developments, the ex
ecutive who receives reimbursement
of moving expenses often must include
in gross income (pursuant to Section
82) more than can be deducted from
gross income under Section 217. This
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“excess income” typically arises in
two areas; pre-move house hunting
and temporary lodging (deduction
limited to $1,500) and expenses con
nected to a residence (deduction
limited to $1,500 plus unused limitation
above).
The most significant problem is in
the area of qualified housing ex
penses. With the recent inflation in the
housing market, it is not uncommon for
commissions and other expenses of
sale for an executive’s house to ex
ceed $15,000. If an employer has
committed to “tax protecting” an
executive, it can be an expensive
undertaking.
Table 1 illustrates that a company
will incur total costs of $26,500 to reim
burse an executive for moving costs of
$14,000 plus taxes thereon.
In true entrepreneurial fashion,
someone has turned this problem into
an opportunity and created a method
for reducing this out-of-pocket cost.
This saving is created by converting
certain expenditures by the company
from reimbursements of moving ex
pense to trade or business expenses,
which are not includible in gross in

Sales Commission Reimbursed
(7% x $175,000)
Other Closing Costs

$12,250
1,750

Total Moving Costs
Less: Amount Deductible

$14,000
1,500

Amount Taxable to Executive

$12,500

Bonus Paid by Company
to Cover Tax
$12,500
6,250
Less: Tax on above Bonus
Less: Tax on Moving Expense:
6,250
Reimbursement Less Deductible
Net Cost of Tax to Employee
After Receipt of Bonus

Total Cost of Move to Company:
Moving Costs
Tax Reimbursement

—0—

$14,000
12,500

$26,500

Table 2
Company Uses
Relocation Service

Relocation Service Fee
(9% x $175,000)
Amount Taxable to Employee
Tax Reimbursement by Company

$15,750
—0—
—0—

Total Cost to Company

$15,750

For companies that incur substantial
expenses in relocating executives,
these techniques can yield significant
savings. The relocation service com
panies may also reduce some of the
difficulties incurred in relocating ex
ecutives by interposing a “disinter
ested” third party between the
employer and the executive.
Caution:Since this technique has
not been sanctioned in any published
revenue rulings or cases, companies
interested in adopting this type of
policy should consider obtaining their
own ruling. Ω

Joyce M. Lunney, CPA, is Director of
Taxation for Universal Health Services,
Inc., a hospital management company.
She is a graduate of the Wharton
School of the University of
Pennsylvania. She is Northeast Area
Director of ASWA, Tax Editor of The
Woman CPA, and President of Big
Sisters of Philadelphia, Inc.

FINANCIAL
POSITIONS
NATIONWIDE
LETTERS
Dear Editor:
I appreciated your column in the July
issue of The Woman CPA. You made
your point very effectively. I would just
like to drop you a line regarding the
views of a typical reader.
What The Woman CPA needs is a
little zing. Any periodical must be
responsive to its readers — it must
market to its readers' interests. What
is the natural constituency of The
Woman CPA? If The Woman CPA
wants to build leadership and appeal
to the interests of their natural reader
ship, it needs to print articles that are
less technical and of more general in
terest to women professionals. I can
read the Journal of Accountancy
whenever I want to bone up on
technical subjects (good reading for
when I wake up at 3 a.m. and cannot
get back to sleep.) I really see The
Woman CPA’s “market position” as a
niche between Savvy magazine,
Business Week, and Harvard
Business Review. I want to know about
things such as:
• How do I as a woman professional
break into the “old boys” lunch
crowd?
• How do I handle a male subordinate
who wants my job and resents me?
• How do I handle a professional peer
who is sabotaging me?
• How do I develop my practice? The
male route of country club member
ships and golf games doesn’t seem
right for me.
• How should I dress? Must I abide
strictly by John Molloy’s rules?
The Woman CPA is the voice of
AWSCPA and ASWA and could be a
very effective tool in building member
ship. The prospective member con
siders whether to pay dues to
AWSCPA and to ASWA based on the
benefit to herself not on the general
principle of an obligation to support

Finance, Accounting, Tax,
Consulting, Public Audit,
Internal Audit, & EDP Audit

Send confidential resume:
Don May (CPA/MBA), Director
ALLIED SEARCH, INC.
1750 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, CA 94111

Free to applicant candidates;
client companies pay our place
ment fees.

women’s organizations. The Woman
CPA is the principle means of deliver
ing “benefit” to a member.
If we’re going to spend dues money
on producing a periodical, let’s do it
right! Have we considered hiring a pro
fessional editor? I don't think we can
expect the kind of publication I think
we need from anyone who does the job
on a volunteer basis on top of a fulltime job. It’s expecting the impossible.
This has been a real stream-ofconsciousness letter. I hope I have not
offended anyone in expressing my
views. We both want the same thing
— to help other women professionals
succeed.

Melanie Walkup, CPA
Chicago, Illinois

The Editor invites your comments
and answers to the questions posed in
the above letter.
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Impact of the Depression

Education

Accounting
Education in 1933
Has It Changed In 50 Years?

Editor:
Tonya K. Flesher, CPA, Ph.D.
The University of Mississippi
University, MS 38677

By Dale L. Flesher and
Tonya K. Flesher

It might be interesting to examine
some of the aspects of accounting
education in 1933, and the way
teaching
methodologies
have
developed. As might be expected, ac
counting education has changed in
many ways over the past half century.
On the other hand, there is still some
similarity in a few areas. For example,
one of the “hot” topics of 1933 was
how to incorporate mechanical devices
into the accounting curriculum. Adding
machines, mechanical calculators,
and bookkeeping machines, although
not exactly new, were starting to
become common enough in business
establishments that it warranted inclu
sion of instruction in the use of these
machines in the accounting curricu
lum. It was interesting to note that a
biographical sketch accompanying an
article in The Accounting Review of
1933 by University of Chicago (and
later University of North Carolina) pro
fessor Willard J. Graham cited Pro
fessor Graham as an authority on
mechanical devices and their applica
tion to accounting. This would indicate
that most accounting professors did
30/The Woman CPA, January, 1984

not have a great deal of expertise with
respect to the use of accounting
machines.
Now, of course, accounting educa
tors are facing the same problem of
determining the best ways of including
computerized instruction in the class
room. The only thing that has changed
is the phrase “mechanical devices” to
“electronic devices.”
Some of the leaders in the account
ing profession in 1933 included William
A. Paton (University of Michigan), A.C.
Littleton (University of Illinois), J.B.
Heckert (Ohio State University), Perry
Mason (Antioch College), Howard S.
Noble (UCLA), and R. Emmett Taylor
(University of Cincinnati). These
gentlemen all published articles in The
Accounting Review in 1933, and that
was at a time when The Accounting
Review was still readable. The presi
dent of the American Accounting Asso
ciation (then called the American
Association of University Instructors in
Accounting) in 1933 was George H.
Newlove (University of Texas). The
1932 president had been Howard
Greer of the University of Chicago.

The year 1933 was at the very
depths of the Great Depression. The
effect of the depression on accounting
education was discussed in an article
authored by Howard Greer in The
Accounting Review in 1933.1 Greer
related the fact that there had been a
phenomenal growth in the teaching of
accounting in colleges during the
decade of the 1920’s. Although very
few schools even offered an account
ing course in 1915, the growth had
been such that hundreds of colleges
offered accounting programs by 1933.
To determine what effect the depres
sion was having on accounting educa
tion, Greer conducted a survey of the
seventeen largest accounting pro
grams in the country. On the average,
the colleges surveyed lost about eight
percent of their students between 1929
and 1933. In business, however, stu
dent registrations were down 15 per
cent. In accounting, the number of
registrations was down 12 percent.
Thus, accounting education was
seemingly hurt worse than enrollment
at universities as a whole, but not as
badly as the entire business program.
Interestingly, some of the colleges had
experienced increases in enrollment,
while others had large decreases.
Greer found that those schools with
large night programs were hurt the
most by the depression. Schools which
had only daytime accounting programs
actually had more students in 1933
than in 1929.

With respect to the number of
professors, there was a decline of
three percent between 1929 and 1933.
All of this decline occurred in 1933
since there were actually increases in
the number of faculty positions in the
three preceding years. Salaries paid to
accounting professors declined one
percent between 1929 and 1933. How
ever, many schools had reduced sal
aries by as much as ten percent, while
others had continued to give salary
increases.
Greer summarized the impact of the
depression on accounting education
by stating how positive he felt toward
the stability displayed by accountancy
instruction when compared to other
segments of the economy. Accounting
educators had experienced almost no
decline in employment and very little
decrease in salaries. Also, productiv
ity, in terms of number of students, was

down only about 12 percent. In the in
dustrial segment of the economy, how
ever, productivity had declined by over
50 percent and employment had de
clined by 40 percent. Wage levels of
those still employed were down about
30 percent. Thus, in comparison, ac
counting education held up well dur
ing the rough years of the depression.

Educational Questions
The article previously referred to by
Howard Greer, who was a past-presi
dent of the American Accounting Asso
ciation, included a section on the most
important problem facing accounting
educators. According to Greer, the
most important problem was the need
for a brief course in the fundamentals
of accounting for general business ma
jors. Such a course should emphasize
the fundamentals of double-entry as a
principle and not as a mechanical pro
cedure. Greer felt that the emphasis on
working problems was not beneficial to
an individual who was not going to be
an accountant. However, there was a
great deal of accounting knowledge
that general business majors did need.
The question was how to educate
these people in accounting, but do so
without emphasizing procedural de
tails. Educators of today can certainly
relate to this problem as it still exists,
at least to some extent.
Greer also recognized the problem
of the dichotomy between teaching
and research. He stated that pro
fessors were supposed to perform both
activities, but most emphasized teach
ing over research. This emphasis on
teaching resulted in accounting prin
ciples which were based on experi
ence rather than on reasoning. Greer
felt that it was the goal of every instruc
tor to bring about higher conceptions
of principle and higher ideals of prac
tice. Again, the lack of emphasis on
research is a criticism often heard
today.

The Typical Curriculum
The curriculum of instruction in ac
counting was not too much different
from that of today, although the titles
of the courses did vary slightly from
those in modern-day catalogs. There
was more emphasis in 1933 on prepar
ing students to sit for the CPA ex
amination. For example, the courses
offered at the University of Mississippi
in 1933 included the following:

Accountancy, Retailing
Accountancy, Wholesaling
Accountancy, Corporations
Accountancy, Costs
Auditing
State and Federal Income Tax
Accounting
CPA Problems and Practice — I
CPA Problems and Practice — II

The first three courses above con
sisted of financial accounting and
would have been comparable to to
day’s offerings of principles and inter
mediate accounting. For all but the last
three of the above courses, the instruc
tion methodology included two days
per week of lecture sessions and two
days of lab sessions. Of course the lab
sessions consisted of working prob
lems. Practice sets were used in the
first three courses. The catalog de
scription of the auditing course stated
that it included a short course in bank
ing, including bank bookkeeping and
Burroughs and Sundstrand mechani
cal bookkeeping and listing.
One oddity of the program at Ole
Miss was the requirement for profi
ciency in typing. The catalog stated
that any accounting student who had
entered the University after 1929 was
required to do a minimum of forty
words per minute in typing. Students
could take a course in typing to
achieve this proficiency, but no credit
was given for the course. How many
accounting students graduating today
can type forty words per minute? Such
a requirement might be appropriate
again today given the large role that
microcomputers are assuming in most
businesses.
At Louisiana State University, the
course titles were even more similar to
the courses typical of today. According
to an article in The Accounting Review
by Earl Saliers, the LSU curriculum in
cluded the following:2
Freshman year — Elementary Ac
counting, six credit hours.
Sophomore year — Intermediate Ac
counting, six credit hours.
Junior year — Cost Accounting,
three credit hours.
Junior year — Auditing, three
semester hours.
Senior year — Income Tax, three
credit hours.
Senior year — CPA Problems, three
credit hours.
Graduate School — Research Prob
lems, six credit hours.

In many respects accounting
education is little different
today from what it was a half
century ago.

Saliers stated that all of the courses
were problem oriented and that pro
fessors spent a great deal of time
trying to find suitable problems for
classroom use. It was noted that in
structors needed a sufficient number
of problems as to be able to use dif
ferent problems from one year to the
next. This was necessary to
discourage students from preserving
solutions for the benefit of next year’s
classes. Some things never change.

Activities of the AACSB
The American Association (now
Assembly) of Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB) was a viable ac
crediting organization in 1933, just as
it is today. The president of the AACSB
in 1933 was Russell A. Stevenson, an
accounting professor from the Univer
sity of Minnesota. Stevenson had been
the president of the American Associa
tion of University Instructors in Ac
counting in 1931.

The AACSB made one important
decision in 1933 that is of significance
to women. The Executive Committee
of AACSB received a petition from
Gamma Epsilon Pi for recognition by
the Association as the official honor
society for women in member schools.
The Committee vetoed the petition
with the following comments:
The Committee feels that the Association
is committed to a policy of encouraging
the development of one honor society in
the field of business administration, and
to this end hopes that the two existing
honor organizations Beta Gamma Sigma
and Gamma Epsilon Pi, will negotiate a
plan that will result in one honor society
admitting both men and women.3

Such a philosophy of equality among
business administration deans is
almost unbelievable given the fact that
almost all business students — even
secretarial majors — were men in
1933.
The Woman CPA, January, 1984/31

Summary
Accounting education has changed
in many ways over the past half cen
tury. However, many of the changes
are more cosmetic than real. The
undergraduate curriculum has not
changed too much. Of course, today
there is much more emphasis on
graduate programs in accounting.
Seemingly, the underlying principles
are still the same, but more courses
are needed to teach the exceptions to
the basic rules.
Even the problems of accounting
education are still the same. Account
ing majors are still intermixed with
general business majors in the princi
ples courses at most schools. And,
professors are still wondering about
the best ways of teaching accounting
principles to nonmajors. Even the sub
ject of business machines is still a
question facing most accounting facul
ties. In 1933, the question was how to
introduce adding machines and book
keeping machines into the accounting
curriculum. Today, the same question
is being asked about computers.
A study of an earlier age is always
interesting — probably because we
are intrigued by the changes and
puzzled by the lack of changes. In
many respects, accounting education
is little different today from what it was
a half century ago. Ω

NOTES
1Howard C. Greer, “The Present Status of Ac
counting Teaching," The Accounting Review,
March, 1933, pp. 62-66.
2Earl A. Saliers, "An Accounting Curriculum.’’
The Accounting Review, June, 1933, pp.
159-160.
3Charles J. Dirksen and Arthur Kroeger,
“Summary of the Major Events of the Associa
tion from 1916-1966,” in The American Associa
tion of Collegiate Schools of Business, 1916-1966
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
1966), p. 198.
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Introducing the Rossford Shirt
Women’s Shirts Come OfAge
Even the label is considerate of you.
feelings: smooth, comfortable satin.

Removable collar stays (to crisp or soften
mood and accessories dictate)

Sewn-in interfacings that never bunch
up or feel hard.

Wide-set, not-too-pointy collar (in style,
yes, but more importantly, very
flattering)

Long, buttoned sleeve plackets,
hallmark of a finely tailored shirt}

tailoring (a signature of
uncompromising shirtmaking standards)

Adjustable, double-buttoned cuff (to
wear as lean or as loose as you like}

Double rows of stitching at every point of stress.

Front and sleeve plackets both cut and
sewn on separately, of course.

You can barely see the individual
stitches, an amazingly tiny 22 to
the inch.

Pinpoint Oxford Cloth (the finest 100%
long-staple 2-ply cotton. Mercerized for
strength and lustre. Sanforized too.-----

Quality buttons, naturally (plus spares
for when the laundry does its damdest)

Plenty of length to keep your shirt tails
where they belong, but without adding
bulk where it doesn't belong.

A choice of sleeve lengths within each
size (what's the point of a long-sleeve
shirt unless it's the right length for you?)

TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT THE ROSSFORD
SHIRT. IT COULD EASILY BECOME THE
MOST ESSENTIAL ITEM IN YOUR WARDROBE.
As many as 5 different sleeve lengths in a single size is
just one example of the lengths we went to in crafting this
extraordinary shirt.
The precision fit of the RossFord Shirt is a long-overdue
consideration of what it takes to make a man-tailored shirt
look and feel right on a woman. Even the woman whose
standards leave no room for compromise.
The RossFord Shirt’s design: simple. By design. To
burnish the polished look you strive for when you’re
hard at work, hard at play.

Achieving such finesse requires meticu
lous craftsmanship. Such durability can
only be achieved by using materials of only
the finest quality. The result? A shirt you could live in for
years and still have trouble parting with.
The colors of this first edition: your choice of crisp, tra
ditional White or cool, pale Silver Pink.
The price, $58.
The RossFord Shirt may be purchased only directly from
RossFord Cloth, Ltd. An ordering form is on the bottom of
this page, or call
1-800-227-3800,
ext. 1258.

Rossford Cloth, Ltd.

Detach and mail to: RossFord Cloth, Ltd., Box 450, Riderwood, MD 21139
Or call 1-800-227-3800 and ask for ext. 1258

Sizes and sleeve lengths available

To determine your correct sleeve length:

Please note that the RossFord Shirt is cut as true to size as the other quality garments
in your wardrobe.

Measuring your correct sleeve length is quite simple.
And, of course, only needs to be done the first time
you order.
Stand with arms relaxed at your side and head tilted
forward. Have someone hold the beginning of the mea
suring tape at the base of your neck, on protruding bone.
Then have them run the tape from this bone straight
across back to the shoulder, down the arm over the elbow
to the bottom of your protruding wrist bone. Add 2
inches to this measurement to determine the sleeve length
to order. If the measurement falls between sleeve lengths
by ½ an inch or more, order the next longer sleeve length.

Size Exact Sleeve lengths

4

29 30 31

6

29 30 31 32

8

29 30 31 32 33

10

30 31 32 33

12

30 31 32 33

QUANTITY

Ship To: (Please Print)

ITEM

COLOR

The RossFord Shirt

White

The RossFord Shirt

Silver Pink

SIZE

Please indicate your method of payment:
□ MasterCard □ VISA □ Check enclosed for total amount due, payable to RossFord Cloth, Ltd.

SLEEVE LENGTH
(see chart & measuring instructions)

AMOUNT
@ $58 ea.
@ $58 ea.

MD residents add 5% sales tax

Shipping & Handling

TOTAL
Credit Card Account Number

©Copyright RossFord Cloth Ltd. 1983

Expiration date

Signature (required for charge orders)

$2.50

Why successful retention
programs start long
before the hiring process

Which “customized”
techniques tailor strong
appeals to different
individuals
Why employment
contracts are now more
advantageous to
employers

What to do when one of
your best employees
quits.

Too much turnover can be costly and dis
ruptive.
Too little turnover and your best people
can get frustrated by slow advancement.
This valuable booklet will help you hold on
to your best employees. It’s written by Robert
Half, the author of How to Hire Smart; The
Robert Half Way to Get Hired in Today’sJob
Market (Rawson-Wade/Bantam); and the soon
to be released, Robert Half's Success Guide for
Accountants (McGraw-Hill).
Robert Half founded the organization that
bears his name —35 years ago. Today, it’s the
world’s largest specialized placement service for
competent financial, accounting and data proc
essing professionals —with 80 independently
owned and operated offices throughout the
United States, Canada and Great Britain.

How to use incentives,
other than money to
encourage loyalty

How to reduce longrange payroll costs by
spending a little more at
the right time.

Why one of the most
obvious and economical
methods of keeping good
employees is often
overlooked

This booklet could help protect your most
valuable resource. Get your free copy by con
tacting any Robert Half office—or mail the cou
pon below.
Please send me your booklet “How To Keep Your Best People
(Mail this coupon to Robert Half International, Inc.,
PO. Box 4157, New York, NY 10163.)

ROBERT HALF

accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists

WCPA

